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“The most terrifying thing is to become set upon some notion of the future that isn’t 
rooted in the bleakest, most terrifying idea of what’s piled up behind you.”  
-Tony Kushner. 
 
 A Bright Room Called Day by Tony Kushner, adapted by Lauren Whitehead and 
Scott Ebersold and directed by Scott Ebersold, was presented by Columbia Stages at the 
Connelly Theater from April 16 to 19, 2014. 
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Why This Play Now? What Specific Questions Does This Play Provoke? 
 
Tony Kushner’s A Bright Room Called Day asks us to look at the nature of evil in 
relation to society, and to question our own political involvement and responsibility as 
citizens. The story focuses on Agnes Eggling and a bohemian group of friends who 
gather in her cozy Berlin apartment to celebrate New Year’s Eve, 1932 – the year the 
Nazis won parliamentary control and ultimately propelled Hitler to power. At first they 
can't imagine anything will come of these political changes, but they soon realize that the 
unthinkable is becoming the new normal. Kushner severely tests his faith in hope in this 
dark, despairing work that examines issues of political engagement (past and present), 
survival and fear in an era of great social evil – in this case the rise of Adolf Hitler. 
Kushner presents this period of time as an unstoppable wave of political upheaval set 
against the life of a lone woman who is unable to cope with the social madness she can 
barely comprehend. The sense of impending doom is personalized and made accessible to 
the audience through Kushner’s abundant lyricism, theatricality and gift for fantasy. The 
play is epic in structure, fantastical and witty, and challenges us to face the world's evils, 
both large and small, in the hopes that we can stop the unthinkable from ever becoming 
normal again. 
 
The action of the play takes place in Agnes’s and Zillah’s apartments, which are 
separated only by time and geography – one room is in 1930s Berlin and the other in 
2014 New York City – yet they are fundamentally the same space. The play opens as the 
political and social conditions paving the way for Hitler’s rise to power in Germany 
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coalesce. Agnes Eggling, a moderately successful bit player in German films, struggles 
for fulfillment and survival with a group of close friends who worry, to varying degrees, 
about what is happening suddenly in their country (and outside Agnes’s cozy apartment). 
Agnes is unable to respond in the face of rising evil. She is a pliant woman of good will 
who expresses the powerlessness of individuals faced with the juggernaut of fascism in 
Germany. Her inaction is mirrored by the somewhat more engaged Zillah, who in 2014 
shares the feeling of hopelessness about the political situation in which she is trapped. 
 
Agnes is also haunted by a ghostly figure, Die Alte, a woman described as 
somewhere between 70 and dead-for-20-years, who taunts Agnes, suggesting that she 
may be an image of what Agnes is to become. And as if this weren’t enough, upon 
request, Satan stops by for a visit as he has set up temporary residence in Germany. 
 
As written in the 1980s and performed in the 1990s, the 1930s story is interrupted 
by the modern character Zillah Katz, a self-confessed paranoiac and left-wing crusader 
who draws a tight parallel from the rise of fascism in Germany and the Holocaust to the 
American AIDS crisis in the 1980s. “The Reagan Administration’s nonresponse to AIDS 
seemed to Kushner a catastrophic government failure spurred on by rise of the Moral 
Majority and other organized political and religious forces, with tragedy as a result.”1  
 
In the introduction to the printed edition, Mr. Kushner explains that he included 
the Zillah interruptions out of a “curiosity about the necessity of metaphorizing political 
                                                
1  (Fisher, Understanding Tony Kushner, 2008) 
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content in theatre” and he wondered, “Why…shouldn’t audiences hear an unapologetic 
didactic, presentational voice as well as representational scenes? The result of this 
question, and the solution that is Zillah, make for the most interesting and problematic 
aspects of the play.”2 This so-called “problem” is what I felt made the play most exciting, 
dangerous and intriguing. He goes on to say, “Ideally there should be a continual 
updating of the specifics of Zillah’s politics of paranoia, in the form of references to 
whatever evildoing is prevalent at the time of the production. Though I think she should 
stay true to the zeit informing her particular geist, namely the Reagan-era, there might be 
useful emendations made, if intelligently done, and never without my approval.”3 
 
This challenge set forth by Mr. Kushner was one I felt was too enticing to pass up. 
Although I believe the play can stand up as a historical drama – looking back on two 
periods in history – and asking the audience to draw their own parallels from a safe 
distance, I wanted to make the play resonate more with our current time. I didn’t feel 
presenting it as a history play was true to the spirit in which it was written, and I wanted 
to find a way to make the modern interruptions as dynamic and shocking as they would 
have been in the 1980s. Furthermore, the task of updating Zillah’s presentational text to 
2014 would allow me to explore my interests in new work, devised theater and 
adaptation. Additionally, as I concluded my journey at Columbia, the dramaturgically 
complicated representational scenes would allow me to exercise and expand my strong 
skills in text analysis, as I love the challenge of taking very complex material and making 
it accessible to both seasoned theatergoers and the casual viewer. 
                                                




During the process of selecting the play, I gathered my own group of bohemian 
friends to read this and several other plays aloud. Although the other plays were exciting 
and would challenge me as a director, A Bright Room Called Day was the clear standout. 
After the initial reading, the room was electrified with emotion and extreme reactions. It 
was impossible to experience the depth of this work without engaging in a political and 
dramaturgical discussion on whether the play needed updating or was as powerful today 
as written. I purposefully invited Columbia University colleague Lauren Whitehead, a 
spoken-word poet, dramaturg and performer, to read Zillah. In hindsight, I had perhaps 
ulterior motives with this invitation. Although I knew she would add a distinctive driving 
voice to her reading of Zillah, I suspected the reading of the text would spark a fire in her 
to join me in this challenge to update the presentational text. I was correct in my 
supposition and Lauren and I spent many months working on the adaptation, sending 
drafts to Mr. Kushner for approval (which I will discuss in greater detail later in this 
thesis paper). 
 
As I began preparation for production, yet another reason for presenting this play 
emerged. During my time studying Theatre Directing at Columbia University, for the first 
time in my life I became acutely aware of my status as a second-class citizen in being a 
gay man, even though I had been out for over 20 years. The battle for marriage equality 
was reaching a boiling point in the political sphere and although my sexuality had always 
made me feel different from the mainstream, I suddenly felt a sense of anger at my 
disenfranchisement from my own country. I simply did not have the same rights afforded 
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to many of my peers, or even my parents. I was dissatisfied with my place in society and 
questioned my own involvement in politics and social change. One of Mr. Kushner’s 
inspirations for writing the play was German-American political writer Hannah Arendt’s 
Eichmann in Jerusalem: A Report on the Banality of Evil that was based on the trial of 
Adolph Eichmann in Jerusalem. Arendt theorizes that people who carry out unspeakable 
crimes, like Eichmann, a top administrator in the machinery of the Nazi death camps, 
may not be crazy fanatics at all, but rather ordinary individuals who simply accept the 
premises of their state and participate in any ongoing enterprise with the energy of good 
bureaucrats. In this case, Arendt posits that Eichmann’s own stupidity allowed him to 
follow the law without guilt, but based on her theory, one can see that acts of evil can 
happen without psychotic intent but simply following leadership without question, 
leading to unspeakable evil. This kind of thinking can be seen today in the extreme end of 
the American political right, in the form of the Tea Party. Mr. Kushner’s play A Bright 
Room Called Day resonates deeply with this issue. It asks an unanswerable question: Is 
there radical evil or it is just the banal and self-serving nature of groupthink? The 
audience watches Agnes Eggling lose everything dear to her – her lover, her friends, and 
her freedom – as she is too afraid to take action. The only thing that remains for Agnes is 
her apartment and even that becomes like a prison for her. As we see evil slowly take 
over her world, we want her to take action. The play subtly begs us to not end up like 
Agnes, to question our own political involvement (or lack thereof) and to get out there 
and do something. 
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Kushner wrote the play “within a framework of the political framework of the 
1980s and several personal crises.”4 Kushner was outraged by the inaction of the Reagan 
Administration to deal with the developing AIDS crisis, or for that matter even address it. 
During the same time Ronald Reagan was in office, his administration rolled back years 
of social progress that started in the 1930s with Franklin Delano Roosevelt’s New Deal, 
which continued in the 1960s with Lyndon Johnson’s Great Society. And on a personal 
level, Kushner was dealing with the break-up of the theater company 3P Productions, 
where he had worked as playwright and director. This is reflected in the unraveling of 
both the personal and professional connections among the characters in the play. This 
sense of loss struck a chord with me as my own theater company, Packawallop 
Productions, was in the process of falling apart and I was experiencing the loss of friends 
and collaborators that had been a part of my life for over ten years. 
 
It was clear there was no other play that I could have chosen; this one was ripe 
with many personal and political questions I was wrestling with as an individual and as 
an artist. 
  
                                                
4  (Fisher, The Theater of Tony Kushner: Living Past Hope, 2002)  
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How the Play Will Challenge My Directorial Skills and Abilities 
 
A Bright Room Called Day will challenge my directorial skills and ability in many 
ways, most significantly in tackling the complex textual and historical analysis of the 
dramaturgy and the creation of new text through adaptation of the modern text to fit our 
current political climate. It also brings to the forefront my acuity to guide actors using 
nuanced, lyrical and complicated text, as well as challenging me to inspire a design team 
to create a theatrical world that elegantly advances in storytelling yet also pushes 
boundaries. As a director, I have a great sensitivity to text and a proclivity to make real a 
playwright’s original intent to create worlds that verge on lyrical. I also have an aptitude 
for creating or devising new work. Given the complexity of the writing and the challenge 
to adapt the modern interruptions, this play is perfectly suited to exercise both sides of 
my artistic interests. 
 
Tony Kushner’s singular voice comes from the intermingling of two of his 
greatest theatrical heroes – Bertolt Brecht and Tennessee Williams. Kushner adapts 
Brecht’s principles of Epic Theatre, harnessing episodic structure and the 
Verfremdungseffekt (distancing effect, in the form of placards and direct address) and 
combines this with William’s lyricism, creating a powerful new form that is distinctly 
Kushner and makes him one of the greatest writers of our time. And, as mentioned 
earlier, Kushner was interested in the intermingling of a representational allegorical 
political text (the scenes set in Weimar Germany as an analog for today’s political 
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climate) with direct confrontation via the presentational text of modern-day activist Zillah 
Katz. 
 
 This play will require me to bring great dramaturgical acuity and text analysis 
skills to unlock the subtleties of the representational world of Agnes Eggling and her 
friends. As I will describe in depth later in this paper, I will need to break down the text 
in each scene in search of the event (the moment of change) and how that event changes 
the scene and the characters within it. This will allow me to unlock the moment-to-
moment realities of the characters, their actions, wants and needs. And I will also look at 
these realities in context with the intricacies of historical environment pressing down on 
them. It will also be necessary to have a firm understanding of the theatrical form of the 
play and to recognize and honor how the structure informs the content, e.g. examining 
how the length and progression of the scenes relates to the action of the characters and 
also how the rapid-succession, short, episodic scenes inform our experience of the world 
and its characters. The representational play requires a director to create a work that has 
believability verging on American realism but leaving just enough room for Kushner’s 
more overt theatrics; a realism that I find is more verisimilitude than kitchen sink drama. 
 
 In addition, updating Zillah’s presentational interruptions from the 1980s to 
modern political evils will utilize the directorial skills required to devise or develop new 
work such as playwriting, improvisation and adaptation. It will also require a thorough 
understanding of the original intent of each of Zillah’s interruptions and their connection 
to (or comment on) the Weimar world.  
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Preparing for Production 
  
My preparation began with reading the play several times and allowing the 
imagery and words to enter my subconscious without imposing any of my own ideas, just 
allowing it to wash over me and inspire associations that I would jot down and explore 
later. After this step, I took a closer look at the play on a structural or macro level by 
charting the order of scenes, the titles and the characters, looking for patterns that might 
serve as clues to deeper meaning. I created a chart that I call a “Plot Bead” [see Appendix 
1] that listed each scene, its title and whether it was set in Weimar Germany, or a Zillah 
interruption, or something entirely different that did not fit into the pattern, such as the 
horror-like dream scenes with Die Alte; the burning of the Reichstag; and a visit from the 
Devil. This served throughout my rehearsal process as a quick reference that allowed me 
to see the entire structure of the play in one glance. From this “Plot Bead” I began to see 
where Zillah’s interruptions occur in relation to the 1930s scenes (although no clear 
pattern presented itself) and also discovered that as the play moves toward its ending, the 
concept of time seemed to disintegrate. At first, the time and date of each scene is clearly 
marked through projections, but once Agnes’s friends start to leave her, dates and times 
are never mentioned again. There is no day or night but instead an eternally dusky nether 
time. 
 
 After creating this basic chart, I set up a series of meetings with my assistant 
director, Paul Bedard, to examine each scene on a micro level. After reading each scene 
aloud, our task was to identify the “event” of each scene as well as the “core” which we 
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would add to the basic chart, or Plot Bead. This deeper level of analysis was introduced 
to me by Professor Brian Kulick and is based on the work of Stanislavski. The criterion 
for identifying an event is to locate in a scene what occurs that affects all characters on 
stage and from which the scene cannot recover. This event is a fixed point that is not 
interpretative but one that can be clearly identified. Usually the event allows for time to 
slow down and what is revealed by this event is called the “core.”  The core can precede 
the event, or more commonly, follow it as a direct reaction to the event. While the event 
is a fixed moment that changes the characters, the core is more interpretive in that the 
director can choose to highlight or downplay what is revealed based on his or her 
interpretation of the play. If one listed all of the events of the play, it would reveal the 
plot. And likewise, if one listed all the cores, it would reveal the story as the director 
interprets it. 
 
 Paul and I met numerous times to complete this analysis, giving us greater insight 
into what each scene was about and where to focus my attention and that of the actors 
while rehearsing. [See Appendix 1] 
 
 In the 1930s scenes, the world outside Agnes’s window has very real effects on 
her domestic milieu, and during a close reading of the play the importance of 
understanding the history and politics of Weimar Germany becomes magnified. Two 
great resources that were used as references throughout the production were the article 
“Weimar Germany 1919-1933”5 by Stephen Tonge [See Appendix 2] from 
                                                
5 (Stephen Tonge, Weimar Germany 1919-1933, history.home.co.uk, 2013) 
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history.home.co.uk and “The Weimar Republic: The Fragility of Democracy”6 written by 
Professor Paul Bookbinder, University of Massachusetts – Boston from 
facinghistory.com. Bookbinder describes the politics in great detail, especially in the 
section entitled “Weimar Political System,” which became an invaluable resource in 
rehearsal. [See Appendix 3] 
 
After a long period of imperial rule, the Weimar Republic was Germany’s first 
attempt at democracy and was unstable. It was based on a mixture of the European 
parliamentary system and American presidential system. The Weimar constitution gave 
all men and women twenty years of age the right to vote. Unlike the American bicameral 
system, Weimar Germany had multiple parties that needed to form coalitions to form a 
government. The parties ranged from Communists on the far left to National Socialists 
(Nazis) on the far right. The Chancellor and the Cabinet needed to be approved by the 
Reichstag (legislature) and needed the Reichstag’s continued support to stay in power. 
 
The Chancellor was the head of government and the directly elected President 
was the Commander in Chief of the armed forces. As a safety measure, the President was 
given emergency powers.  It was these powers that would eventually result in the 
destruction of the Republic.  
 
                                                
6 (Bookbinder, The Weimar Republic: The Fragility of Democracy, facinghistory.org, 
N.D.) 
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As the economy deteriorated in 1930s, many disillusioned voters turned to 
extremist parties and the Republic’s supporters could no longer command a majority. 
Hitler, adamantly opposed to the Republic, first tried to take over the government by 
military might.  This was unsuccessful, so he turned toward the political system he 
despised and tried to undermine it from within. By 1932, Adolf Hitler was the only 
political leader capable of commanding a legislative majority. On January 30, 1933, an 
aged President von Hindenburg reluctantly named Hitler Chancellor of the Republic. 
Using his legislative majority and the support of Hindenburg’s emergency presidential 
powers, Hitler proceeded to destroy the Weimar Republic. 
 Soon Nazi “Brown Shirts” and paratroopers began policing the streets, 
intimidating citizens and enforcing new legislation. Swiftly individual rights began to be 
dismantled before the citizens’ eyes. Much of the Nazi vitriol was directed at Jews, 
communists and homosexuals. Many were forced to flee the country and later those that 
remained were sent to concentration camps and death. In an effort to return to an 
idealized version of “old German values,” the social and artistic freedoms many had 
come to enjoy in Berlin were outlawed. 
 
These outside political forces have very real and damaging effects on 
Agnes and her social circle. The world they know is disappearing and being 
replaced by something beyond their control that propels the action of the play and 
the choices the characters make. A clear understanding of the progression of 
political events in Germany starting on January 1, 1932, specifically the Nazi rise 
to power and the destruction of the fragile Weimar Republic, is essential for 
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understanding the events of the play and its allegorical connections to modern 
American democracy. 
 
The Nazi party was unable to take over the Republic through military 
force, so instead they turned their attention to infiltrating the very structures of 
government they hoped to destroy through elections, propaganda, fear and federal 
destabilization. This destabilization was partly achieved by forming an unlikely 
coalition with the far left (the communists), who also sought to upend the nascent 
democracy in the hopes of a communist revolution. After the Nazis won their only 
legitimate significant parliamentary vote of 37% in July of 1932, they worked 
behind the scenes to gain greater power and pushed President Hindenburg (a 
moderate conservative and defender of the new democracy) to name Adolf Hitler 
as Chancellor. After becoming Chancellor, a mysterious fire at parliament’s 
Reichstag Building allowed Hitler to invoke emergency powers that set the stage 
for the destruction of Germany’s first democracy. 
 
 As I continued to look deeper into the politics of Germany in the 1930s, I also 
started to collect a series of images as inspiration for creating a theatrical world. Some 
images were chosen specifically for their historical significance and to help my company 
and me gain a better understanding of what Germany realistically looked like in the 
1930s. I also selected images that would represent visually what I felt when I was reading 
the play, whether they were of a historical period or not. I looked at German art from the 
period, such as Dadaism, Constructivism, and Bauhaus, and collected a series of garish 
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portraits by German artist Otto Dix, noted for his ruthless and harshly realistic depictions 
of Weimar society and the brutality of war, among others as inspiration for the characters 
and their world. These portraits captured a sense of style of the period and an underlying 
darkness pervading society.  
 
 I also met with Michael Greif, the director of the New York Premiere of A Bright 
Room Called Day at the Public Theater in 1994. Looking back on his own experience, he 
felt he spent far too much time focusing on Zillah and if he had to do it again, he would 
spend more time looking at Agnes and her world. He advised me very strongly to answer 
the question, “Why, really, does Agnes not leave her apartment?” This question lingered 
over my investigative process and that of our cast in rehearsal, forming the foundation of 
the representational world. For us, the answer was fear: fear of change, fear of the 
unknown, fear of not being significant enough to face her oppressors. The result of the 
deep investigation of the text, meeting with my collaborators, art collection and political 
investigation was a process of absorbing as much information as possible so that I could 
enter the rehearsal space prepared and ready to build a production with the cast.  
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Working with the Design and Dramaturgy Team 
 
 Beginning work with a design team, I started with what director Peter Brook has 
described as a formless hunch.7 Rather than dictate exactly what the production should 
look or feel like, I prefer to entice my co-collaborators to join me on a journey of 
discovery to unlock the mysteries of the play and build a new theatrical world born from 
the text and our collective imaginations. At the first design meeting, I shared with the 
design team what I had learned about the play (to that point, as detailed above), my 
research images and my hunch. My hunch about the play centered on the character 
Agnes. She is a woman who chooses to stay in the seeming safety of her apartment (and 
loses everything) rather than attempt political action. It is also a play about loss, so it was 
vital for our audience to identify with her and see themselves in her inaction. We also 
could not forget the play is interrupted with direct address, so the production must 
support both realism and supernatural spectacle. The question I put forth is, how do we 
create an environment that has all the trappings of reality but can also allow for past and 
present, the natural and supernatural, the real and the magical to co-exist?  And, making 
matters more complicated, how can we do this in what appears to be one room with one 
window? 
 
 That last question has great significance as place and space distinctively inform 
the dramaturgy. Agnes is stuck in her cozy Weimar German room, while outside her 
window, a disintegrating society is affecting everything in her life, often before she even 
                                                
7 (Brook, The Empty Space, 1995) 
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knows it. This room also has a ghostly occupant from the past (or maybe the future) in 
the form of Die Alte. And most complicated of all, our Zillah from 2014 seems to live in 
the same room as well. Zillah and Agnes share the same room separated only by time and 
geography – one in Germany in the 1930s and the other in New York in 2014, but it is the 
same room. 
 
 I also shared my collection of research images as a launching pad for more ideas 
and invited the company members to join the search and share their own research. An 
image that kept re-occurring for all of us was that of bright sunlight infiltrating through 
windows, but burdening the room with dark and mysterious shadows. 
 
Figure 1: Mystery Woman in Berlin, 1940, unknown source 
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Figure 2: Woman in Berlin, 1930s, unknown source 
 
Figure 3: Yellow Morning Light, N.D., Christina Kim 
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Figure 4: Interior Berlin, 1930s, unknown source 
 
 After this initial meeting, I met with each design department individually to 
discuss ideas in greater detail, beginning with the scenic designer Adam Rigg. Our goal 
was to establish a solid floor plan and structure that would be the basis of the other design 
elements. An original impulse was to place Zillah in real time in the performance venue, 
the Connelly Theatre, and to build Agnes’s 1930s apartment as an artistic installation 
Zillah had created. After some thought, we felt this approach would favor Zillah’s 
presentational world, diminishing and possibly undercutting the significance of the 
representational 1930s world. We continued to explore the idea of one space divided by 
time and geography, finally settling on an apartment that had a downstage and upstage 
room. The downstage room would be a mostly realistically rendered period German 
apartment but with elements such as extreme height and shallow depth giving it a slightly 
surreal quality. The upstage wall of this room would be a scrim painted to look like 
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vintage wallpaper, and beyond it would be Agnes’s and Zillah’s shared kitchen and 
Zillah’s 2014 artist studio living space. With this came the intention to begin blurring the 
lines over the course of the production between the two spaces until they ultimately 
became one by the play’s final scene.  
 
 Joining this discussion was the lighting designer Dan Stearns, who worked to 
create a sense of verisimilitude in the earlier sections of the play, slowly deconstructing 
the light coming through the window downstage. We also added modern practical 
lighting sources upstage that we would move to the downstage world as the play 
progressed, further melding the past and present. 
 
 In conversation with our two projection and sound designers, we discovered that 
there were three languages for projection and video: the first was Brechtian informational 
placards that allowed the audience to know what was happening in the world outside 
Agnes’s apartment; the second was Zillah’s performance art installations taking the form 
of projections (that included live feed, video and text); and the third was one atmospheric 
animated projection for the entrance of the Devil at the end of Part 1. 
 
 The costume designer helped clarify a key piece of dramaturgical information in 
his discovery that, as the play reached its ending in the final scenes, all indication of time 
seems to slip away. Before the final few scenes, the date and time of every scene is very 
clear; however, as Agnes’s friends start to leave Berlin one-by-one, time begins to blur; it 
could be early morning or late night or the middle of the night but exactly when is not 
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clear. This discovery went on to play a major role in the development of costumes, 
lighting, projection, sound design as well as acting to create the sense that time was 
careening out of control as the play reached its climax. 
 
 Dramaturg (and Zillah actor) Lauren Whitehead and I began intensive work on 
Zillah’s text approximately seven months before the production. The focus of our work 
was to first understand Tony Kushner’s original impulse with the creation of the Zillah 
character by focusing on her relationship (in the 1980s) to the 1930s representational 
play. We asked questions such as:  
• Does Zillah control the 1930s play? 
• Can she see it?  
• Is she in her own separate play?  
• How, exactly, is she interrupting this play?  
• Is the 1930s play her dream?  
We also explored Zillah’s formal relationship to the Weimar German story by looking at 
where the interruptions fell to determine whether there was a pattern. There was no clear 
pattern, but Zillah’s interruptions seemed to come very close to the times when Die Alte 
appeared. Die Alte’s appearances had the quality of a nightmare, suggesting that Zillah 
also was connecting to Agnes’s world through a dreamspace.  
 
The second part of our investigation focused on the essence of what Zillah (and 
Mr. Kushner) was attempting to do with each of her interruptions to determine if we 
could find parallels to our modern political situation. The difficulty was that, although 
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there are certainly evils in the modern world of 2014, the parallels between late Weimar 
Germany (Agnes’s world) and America in 2014 were not as direct as they were between 
late Weimar Germany and the 1980s. Mr. Kushner was using the sweeping political 
changes of the final years of the Weimar Republic as an allegory for his own time. His 
Zillah was drawing a direct parallel between Hitler, the Nazis’ meteoric rise to power, 
and the Reagan administration, America’s swift shift toward the political right. With 
Zillah, he was drawing a line between the political atmosphere of 1930s Berlin that led to 
the Holocaust’s horrific destruction of Jews and other marginalized Europeans, and the 
Reagan administration’s refusal to deal with the AIDS crisis, which symbolized the 
administration’s destruction of social progress. Kushner was asking, “…could Reagan’s 
moralizing posture in the face of the mounting AIDS pandemic compare with Hitler’s 
massive organized executions? The Reagan administration’s inaction, in Kushner’s view, 
was evil, an act that was more than a mere sin of omission. If not equal to Hitler’s 
atrocities, then how could it be understood? Zillah’s absurd, lonely struggle against what 
Reagan represents is a strangely noble one to Kushner, who suggests that is all that may 
be possible in the face of overwhelming obstacles.”8  
 
 Reducing this to its core, as Zillah herself points out in Kushner’s 1980s text, 
“Reagan = Hitler.” The problem of adaptation became very clear. If in the 1980s, 
Kushner was positing that Reagan equaled Hitler, then who was the Hitler of our time? If 
we were presenting this play in Russia, Vladimir Putin would have been a very direct 
translation, but we were not. This production was an American production and the play 
                                                
8 (Fisher, Understanding Tony Kushner, 2008) 
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was dealing with American politics and society. Lauren and I could certainly point to 
various instances of evil in modern America; there was the hard-right Tea Party, the 
income disparity with the so-called “1%” of wealthy Americans, as well as racism, 
sexism, gun violence, and the homophobic backlash to advances in equal rights. The 
problem was no one of these things on its own paralleled the evil of late Weimar and 
early Nazi Germany, nor the AIDS crisis of the 1980s. There was no one “Evil” (with a 
Capital E), nor one charismatic leader such as Hitler or Reagan. Nevertheless, Lauren and 
I felt the presence of evil in our society today and wanted to address its latency and 
potential. The question became: how do we dramatize this modern evil, draw parallels 
with the 1930’s play and still honor Tony Kushner’s original intentions? And perhaps, 
even more difficult, how to do all this without giving up Tony Kushner’s innate sense of 
hope for mankind. 
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Figure 5 – Dramaturgical notes on Zillah and politics 
 
After another close reading of the text we came across a line delivered by Herr 
Swetts (the Devil) in his monologue at the end of Part 1: “It’s not the danger that you see 
that’s the danger. I become increasingly diffuse, like powdered gas taking to air, not less 
potent, but more….”9 This resonated deeply with our perception of evil in 2014 and we 
used it as the foundation for our first revision of the Zillah text. Given the self-
acknowledged absurdity of the Zillah character, we recognized her role as a non-reliable 
narrator and sought to expand upon that aspect of her character and the idea of hidden 
evil being more dangerous than the evil you see. We attempted to draw a direct line from 
WWII to the AIDS crisis to 2014, and as a result pushed Zillah even further to the left in 
                                                
9 (Kushner, A Bright Room Called Day, 1994) 
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her politics than she was in the 1980s version. We exaggerated her paranoia and hysteria 
and shifted the focus of her rage toward the Obama administration’s inability to carry 
through on its campaign promises, ultimately constructing Zillah’s attack on the right 
through her disappointment in the left. It was our intention to retain a sense of hope by 
suggesting that through vigilance, the left can prevail. [See Appendix 4] 
 
We presented the first draft of the adaptation to Tony Kushner for feedback, 
which resulted in a phone call. Mr. Kushner appreciated what we were attempting to do; 
however, the problem with our approach was that it gave credibility to right-wing 
extremists, who Kushner thinks are losing credibility. He also conceded that it was true 
that Obama was unable to follow through on some campaign promises because of a 
Republican-controlled Congress, but he ultimately felt it was “irresponsible” to attack the 
very people who were trying to make the world better, which would as a result leave the 
play devoid of hope.  
 
He pointed out that we were looking too closely at Zillah as a character, rather 
than investigating her role formally and dramaturgically. He explained that when he 
wrote the play, the political atmosphere in the United States had a direct parallel to that of 
the end of Weimar Germany (as we had discovered). Weimar Germany was a time of 
great artistic expansion and social progress, just as the 1960s had been in America. With 
the election of Ronald Reagan, the country began a shift to the right, a shift so swift that 
it was reminiscent of the rise of the Nazi party in Germany. And both of those times 
resulted in the deaths of millions. 
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Kushner wanted to make it clear that Zillah was not a stand-in for the author’s 
opinions and at the same time did not want her politics to be pushed so far to the left that 
it no longer reflected his original intention nor for her to become so crazy as to not be 
taken seriously. He confided that he inserted Zillah into the play as a young writer when 
he was fearful that the audience would not get the parallel between the end of Weimar 
Germany and the time in which they were living. He now wondered if the 
representational play could stand on its own merits, without including her. I felt that 
Zillah is what makes the play formally and dramaturgically interesting, and that it’s a 
“problem” (as he calls it) that made directing the production more exciting and ultimately 
would create a much more satisfying result.  
 
Mr. Kushner then mentioned that our current political climate is more like early 
Weimar Germany than late Weimar Germany, and this is where he seemed to get very 
excited. He said, “Look, you have two choices: you can either direct it as written, as two 
period pieces – one about 1930s Germany and the other about 1980s America – or you 
can take the hard road, which might be very exciting, and could result in a whole new 
Zillah.” He suggested that if we could find a way to connect Zillah to early Weimar 
Germany, the artistically expansive, socially progressive Germany before the right-wing 
backlash, that we might have something very exciting and completely new. Mr. Kushner 
expressed his wish that he had more time to work with us on it, and regretted that he 
didn’t but asked us to keep him updated. 
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Based on this conversation, Lauren and I began another draft of the Zillah 
interruptions to re-create Zillah’s function in the play. In a meeting with Professor Brian 
Kulick (a long-time friend of Mr. Kushner), he pointed out that the character of Zillah 
was created from Mr. Kushner’s impulse to state the obvious; to tell his audience his 
intentions for the presentational play via negative by creating a character that antagonizes 
the audience. He also said that Mr. Kushner has always been hopeful that things will get 
better; that being a catastrophist doesn’t help, but hope can put the monolithic threat in 
perspective. Zillah’s function is to ask the audience to look at this play about a time when 
things went terribly bad and think about their own lives and their own level of 
responsibility and involvement. 
 
Professor Kulick also pointed out that we were doing no practical good by writing 
Obama off as inconsequential. This would be doing a disservice to him and our desire to 
make Zillah a mouthpiece for the political left, as his priorities for this country required 
him to make some troubling compromises. He advised us to look at her role as an 
“unreliable narrator” in that Zillah doesn’t interact with any other characters directly who 
might be able contradict her, thereby discrediting some of her extreme views and laying 
bare their faults. This interplay with another voice would help us to accept her –  even 
warm to her – and not dismiss her as simply crazy. Since an analog does not exist, it was 
our task to find a way for her to connect with the audience to balance her “paranoia” with 
a sense of connection. She is observing a group of artists from the past who at first had 
seemingly no idea what was going on around them and is asking us (as one of us): are we 
these people? She’s supposed to help us draw a conclusion about our own culpability and 
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responsibility to society, and Mr. Kushner was using her to help us see our situation more 
clearly by having a better understanding of the past. 
 
Instead of attacking Obama, we concluded our next step would be to identify the 
people who are systematically trying to dismantle social progress, such as the Tea Party, 
whose idea of what the people are is so exclusive that it is not even tied to the idea of the 
polis. We would also explore the evil that has dispersed itself (Herr Swetts: “I become 
even scarier that we’ve become diffuse”) and try to find a face for this evil (such as 
Rupert Murdoch or the Koch Brothers) and to discredit these people as much as we 
possibly can. As Mr. Kushner suggested, we would begin to craft a Zillah who believes 
we are living in a time before the next fall, but we have a chance to do something about it 
and we should take that chance now. 
 
The core of Zillah’s argument would become just like early Weimar Germany: 
since no contemporary poster-boy has emerged in the same way as Hitler or arguably 
Reagan, Zillah’s new perspective would be her apprehension about the next hard right 
poster-boy for extremist ideologies, and she must simultaneously warn the audience and 
challenge this would-be leader. Her warning is that we must be vigilant and stop them 
before it happens again. [See Appendices 4 & 5]  
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The Audience's Relationship to the Event 
 
 Inherent in the writing, A Bright Room Called Day requires the audience to have 
multiple relationships to the play. They experience the representational 1930s Weimar 
German world mainly as a spectator observing through the so-called fourth wall. 
However, there are exceptions to this rule. There are two moments when Agnes breaks 
that wall and talks directly to the audience: in Part 1, Scene 10 “The Rent” and Part 2, 
Scene 22 “Hands.” In both these moments, Agnes remains in character but breaks the 
fourth wall, acknowledging the viewers and talking to them directly. Earlier, Paulinka, 
Agnes’s more famous screen actress friend, also breaks through the fourth wall and 
addresses the audience but not in the same way as Agnes. Paulinka is still performing; 
rather than engaging with the real spectators, she is casting them as para-performers in 
the fantasy-world taking place in her mind. 
 
 When the representational play is interrupted by modern-day Zillah, the audience 
takes on a direct relationship to Zillah. They are clearly in the same room as the 
performer as she addresses them directly, questioning them and responding to their 
reactions; throughout she is always aware of them. They are the object of her intention 
and the people who she desperately needs to take action. It is never quite clear for the 
viewer if the entire experience (including Agnes’s world) is Zillah’s creation (or dream) 
or if she simply interrupts this other play to make her point. I wanted to keep that line as 
ambiguous as possible and allow the audience to draw their own conclusions. Much of 
the time she directly addresses the viewer in the form of lectures (similar in style to “TED 
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Talks”) to incite the audience to action. Other times, she “performs” (a musical number 
or monologue) or uses projected placards to illustrate her ideas. In my production, the 
first time we meet her is through projection, as if she is talking directly to us through her 
computer. The audience can see the actor talking to the computer and at the same time 
see her face magnified on the wall looking directly at them and possibly anyone who will 
listen. At the end of this first interruption, she abruptly closes the computer and looks 
directly at the audience with a very knowing and devious smile. In this opening moment 
of the play, she implicates the viewers and they become para-performers in her world. At 
the top of Part 2 she performs a dance to “Memories of You” accompanied by a video 
montage of Hitler propaganda images. As Part 2 continues, Zillah maintains her direct 
connection to the audience but slowly enters a liminal space that allows her to be in the 
representational play and still acknowledge the presence of the spectators. 
 
 With the use of projected informational placards between scenes, and the 
interruptions, the audience is asked to shift their viewpoint from the traditional role of 
viewer of a narrative story to the objective observer of the Brechtian Verfremdungseffekt 




The Skills Required from the Actors 
 
 Whenever I bring together a cast, one of the first and perhaps most important 
aspects I look for in an actor is a generosity of spirit: someone interested in the process of 
exploration and genuinely interested in collaboration. I look for these qualities in 
auditions by interacting with each actor, asking them questions, giving notes on their 
performance and observing how they choose to engage. I notice whether the actor is 
standoffish or inflexible in their choices, or possibly over-eager in trying to please, or if 
they are earnestly using the time in the audition hall to work with me and explore the role 
they are reading for. This is usually a good indication of what they will be like in 
rehearsal. Establishing a healthy rehearsal environment, in which all voices are respected 
and all ideas welcomed with respect, is best for all artists working on a show, especially 
on a play as dark and complicated as A Bright Room Called Day. 
 
The play calls for a very specific skill set from its performers. Because of the 
complexity of the writing, the play’s need for a sense of reality and the requirements of 
the text for actors to go from light humor to pathos in almost an instant, I needed actors 
with good technical training and strong acting skills. This included strong text analysis 
skills, the ability to make complex acting choices, and excellent moment-to-moment 
work. 
 
Many of the actors I cast I had worked with before. Most of those actors also 
came to my house for the early informal reading I had done in the spring of 2013 when I 
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was deciding which play to direct. This reading served a dual purpose: to allow me to 
hear the play but also as a way to hear specific actors read the whole role. For the roles 
that I was casting new people, I used their auditions and call-backs as a way to test these 
skills such as strong choices and being in the moment. Additionally, I looked for actors 
who brought something unexpected to the role so that even in the audition I was learning 
something new about the character that I hadn’t yet thought of. I also talked with people 
who had worked with these actors before to get a better sense of what they were like in 
rehearsal. After consulting my producer, I made choices based on all of this as well as gut 
instinct. 
 
For Zillah, I knew it was important to have an impassioned actor who also had 
good comedic timing. Lauren Whitehead was one of the people invited to the early 
reading. It was clear to me immediately that she was the right person for the role. She 
brought a sense of humor, commitment and vitriol that was necessary for the part to 
really shine. She also is a writer and spoken-word poet with a strong sense of politics. As 
such, I asked her to join the process as actor (playing Zillah) and dramaturg and co-
adapter of the revised text. 
 
The Devil makes a surprise appearance near the end of Part 1 in the form of Herr 
Swetts, a David Lynch-esque smooth-talking character capable of both seduction and 
eliciting great fear. I knew that Herr Swetts needed to feel completely “other” compared 
to anything the audience had seen up to that point. After his appearance, the 1930s world 
can never quite recover. Agnes and her friends would never be able to overlook the 
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imminent threat brewing outside Agnes’s window. I also know the role required a 
performance that was virtuosic in both the delivery of the text and the physical technique 
of the actor. I had worked with actor Jason Griffin many times in the past and called him 
to audition. I knew he had the acrobatic skills, stamina and body control that Herr Sweets 
required, but he often makes broad and unwieldy choices that are difficult to contain. I 
wanted to make sure it was possible to rein in some of his boldness so that he could 
navigate smoothly from subtle to extreme. Jason exhibited this clearly in his audition and 
I cast him in the role. 
 
 Mr. Kushner described Agnes, the central character of the 1930s play, as “mid- to 
late 30s, preferably heavy-set. Bit/player character actress in the Germany film 
industry.”10 She is a contradiction as a leading character, “an odd dramatic creation in that 
inertia seems an inherently counter-dramatic posture.”11 I needed to find an actress with 
great emotional range, but who on the surface appears to be someone accustomed to 
going unnoticed, someone who is more comfortable blending into the wallpaper rather 
than stepping out into the spotlight. I found all these qualities in actress Sara Thigpen, 
with whom I had worked on many previous occasions. Anecdotally, a week into rehearsal 
we were discussing the schedule and Sara realized she needed to come to almost every 
rehearsal. She remarked, “Gosh, I didn’t realize I’d have to be at every rehearsal, I guess 
Agnes really is the lead role. I didn’t realize it. I knew she was present in almost every 
scene, but it seems like she just listens, but now I realize you can’t really stage any scene 
                                                
10 (Kushner, A Bright Room Called Day, 1994) 
11 (Fisher, Understanding Tony Kushner, 2008) 
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without me.” One day near the end of tech, I had to give the note for Sara to “be the star” 
(play the role as a leading actress) of the play. 
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How This Production Reflects My Training At Columbia 
 
This production of A Bright Room Called Day is the culmination of my training at 
Columbia University in many ways. While at Columbia, I spent a semester studying the 
work of Bertolt Brecht with Anne Bogart, which resulted in a rock-music, circus-like 
production of Brecht’s first play Baal. This study illuminated Brecht’s use of Epic style, 
the distancing effect, and the concept of “gestus.”  Gestus refers to the combination of 
physical gestures and "gist" or attitude. It reveals the characters’ motivations in a social-
political context, rather than a psychological context, while at the same time indicating 
the performers’ relationship to the role. At the same time I was studying Chekhov with 
Brian Kulick. In his class we examined Chekhov’s four major plays through the lens of 
four major directing techniques, starting with The Seagull and its first director 
Stanislavsky. We focused our attention on dramatic structure and the concepts of event 
and core (as described earlier), working our way through each play and directing 
technique, moving from Stanislavski to Michael Chekhov and his psychological gesture, 
and later the experimental improvisational techniques of the 1960s and 1970s. Although 
Chekhov was not a direct influence on Mr. Kushner’s play, the work with event and core 
proved invaluable in keeping the entirety of the play in perspective and allowing me (and 
my company) to work together toward the heart of each scene. 
 
In my first semester at Columbia with Anne Bogart, we looked deeply at the 
American realism of Arthur Miller’s A Death of a Salesman, a play that could be 
described as stretching the definition of American realism by straining more closely 
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toward the lyrical realism of Tennessee Williams. Over a series of eight weeks, my 
colleagues and I deconstructed A Death of a Salesman, bringing our own interpretation to 
the characters by examining the themes of loss and the American Dream gone awry. As a 
final project for this class, I devised a 15-minute retelling of Tennessee Williams’s A 
Streetcar Named Desire that distilled and retold the entire story of the play in that limited 
time. The piece also commented on the relationship of the play to its famous film of the 
same name starring Vivian Leigh and Marlon Brando. Creating a sense of distance and 
objectivity, I chose to interrupt the play with commentary from an interview with Mr. 
Williams by a British journalist. Through the interplay of the original text, the film and 
Mr. Williams’s own thoughts on the play, my presentation focused the expression of 
latent homosexual desire underlying the dialogue of the original play, while revealing the 
artist behind the language and framing those iconic characters within a historical context. 
Many of these skills came to the fore in my work on A Bright Room Called Day. Mr. 
Kushner also moved between representational and presentational forms, working within a 
historical framework to demonstrate the influence of that history on the characters and to 
provoke a greater understanding of our own time. 
 
I directly utilized my Viewpoints training that I learned under SITI company 
member Kelly Mauer in combination with the slightly modified Viewpoints I learned in 
my internship assisting Tina Landau at the Steppenwolf for the American premiere of 
The Wheel by Zinnie Harris. In rehearsal, I led the company through a simplified 
Viewpoints training course that eventually led to physical improvisation in relation to the 
text. Explaining that Viewpoints does not replace any training they might have but rather 
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adds to it and strengthens their skills of observation, I invited them to give the experience 
a try without judgment. My hope was to use the training and improvisation to build an 
ensemble, to develop a common language to discuss movement in space and time, and to 
provide each performer with a greater sense of awareness. This process allowed me to 
exercise my multiple theatrical interests through both the interpretation of a great text as 
well as the ability to create new text. I used my text analysis skills to better understand 
the play and Viewpoints to bring a sense of experimentation and camaraderie to my 
ensemble. It resulted in a production that had my distinctive mark but was brighter and 
clearer than my work before training. 
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The World of the Play 
  
The play takes place in a liminal space, occupying a position at, or on both sides 
of, a boundary. It is at once a fantastical version of Berlin from 1931 to 1933 in Agnes’s 
apartment and simultaneously Zillah’s New York City apartment in 2014. The characters 
exist in two versions of the same room linked through — and separated by — time and 
geography. Over eighty years has passed between Agnes’s world and Zillah’s and the 
Atlantic Ocean separates them, yet they are the same space. As if this weren’t 
complicated enough, the 1930s world is haunted by the specter of a woman, Die Alte, 
who may be its previous occupant or the future version of Agnes. It is intentional that it is 
unclear which world is haunting which, but nevertheless, there is a haunting. Die Alte 
haunts Agnes’s present, Agnes haunts Zillah’s dreams and Zillah haunts our present. As 
the play progresses, the line between past and present, Germany and America, becomes 
blurred and we enter a liminal space where it is no longer possible to tell whether we are 
in the distant past, the recent past or a terrible present. In the final scene, time and space 
collapse and past, present and future all collide, leaving the audience with a greater sense 
of our connection to what has come before us. 
 
 It is also important the world have the appearance of “realism” but leave enough 
room for Mr. Kushner’s phantasmagorical elements, such as visits from the Devil and 
Die Alte, the breakout monologues and musical numbers, to seamlessly co-exist with the 
haunted reality of 1933 and today. As Mr. Kushner points out in his opening notes, “a 
detailed, realistic apartment will weigh the play down and give the audience the wrong 
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signals (that this is a realistic account of a period in history). There should be something 
wonderfully warm and inviting about the place, and something verging on the 
fantastical.”12 
 The set designer Adam Rigg and I sought to create a unit set that would 
encompass all those ideas. Exaggerating the scale of the walls and window and 
simplifying the furniture and details of the room created a space that could move swiftly 
from being very intimate and charming to one of terror. Also the upstage wall of Agnes’s 
main room was a wall created out of scrim and, when lighted properly, it revealed 
Zillah’s world beyond. As the play progressed and Agnes’s friends began to leave her, 
the chairs once used by them began to disappear, or more specifically, were stolen by 
Zillah and used as part of a huge chair sculpture upstage center that she had been building 
throughout the performance. These chairs came to symbolize the lost and dead from 
WWII, the 1980s AIDS crisis that Zillah references in relation to Reagan, or bodies of the 
disenfranchised today as the disparate times and places collapsed on themselves just prior 
to the end of the play. 
                                                








Figure 7 - Bright and sunny, photo by Carol Rosegg 
 
 




Figure 9 – Fantastical, photo by Carol Rosegg 
 
 




Figure 11 - Blending of the worlds, photo by Carol Rosegg  
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The Social and Political Relationships 
 
 The moments in history that interest Mr. Kushner the most are moments of 
transition. A Bright Room Called Day emphasizes the effects of historical change on the 
social and political conditions of both the individuals instigating the political upheaval 
and those living with its impact. To juxtapose the mostly realistic portrait of filmmakers 
and intellectuals in Berlin in 1932-33 with the cultural anxieties of a modern-day, motor-
mouthed, African-American (in my production), Jewish, lesbian feminist distraught to the 
point of madness over secret machinations of the far-right, Kushner uses a Brechtian 
dialectical approach drawing parallels between both stories within their respective 
historical contexts. The resulting intention is a play that is a political instrument directed 
at the present moment. 
 
 Protagonist Agnes Eggling is a minor actress in the German film industry. Up 
until the play begins, she and her upper-middle-class colleagues and friends have enjoyed 
a pleasant bohemian existence. At first they cannot imagine the horror that is about to 
befall their world. They attempt a minor form of resistance through rhetoric and political 
posturing, but eventually they realize just how terrible the world outside Agnes’s window 
has become. They watch “helplessly as their country begins a frightening transition” and 
“each character arrives at an individual conclusion about strategies for survival.”13 Some 
flee the country, others resist, but Agnes becomes inert. In her inability to take action, she 
watches the people in her world leave one by one. The repercussions of social and 
                                                
13 (Fisher, Understanding Tony Kushner, 2008) 
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political inaction are further underscored by the haunting visits of Die Alte, a woman 
who is either a future projection of a hollowed-out Agnes or the specter of the previous 
tenant of the apartment who has been “dead for 20 years,”14 or both. She taunts Agnes 
with a nursery rhyme about a little penny-man: 
 
DIE ALTE: 
When the little penny man 
Bangs the pots and pans about, 
No one dares to go downstairs, 
No one dares to throw him out.15 
 
Kushner is suggesting that the “rise of the penny man – or any murderous tyrant – may 
occur when opponents lack the resourcefulness or will to resist.”16 In the 1980s original 
version, Kushner connects the defeat of liberalism in the 1930s (the anti-Nazi Communist 
movement) with the demise of liberalism in 1980s America. However, my revised 
production shifts the focus connecting the pre-Nazi era and today, connecting the relative 
prosperity and liberal advances Americans enjoy in 2014 with the bohemian lifestyle of 
pre-Nazi Germany. This places the contemporary audience in a relationship with the 
representational characters that is not parallel but rather prescient, thereby allowing Zillah 
to show a modern audience what could happen if one is not vigilant. Action is required. 
 
                                                




In the final moments of the play, Zillah addresses Agnes and the audience 




Before the sky and the ground slam shut.  
The borders are full of holes.17 
 
It is too late for Agnes, but not for the audience. As the play steamrolls toward its 
surprising but inevitable ending, Agnes recognizes her own culpability through inaction. 
For Kushner, “the ability to recognize evil and to unite in any form of resistance to it is 
all any individual can do. A lack of resistance…means the death of hope.”18 
  
                                                
17 (Kushner, A Bright Room Called Day, 1994) 
18 (Fisher, Understanding Tony Kushner, 2008) 
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Appendix	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Weimar Germany 1918-1933 
by Stephen Tonge.  
 
Weimar Germany was the name given to the period of German history from 1919 until 1933. 
It got its name from the fact that the constitution for the post war republic was drawn up at 
the town of Weimar in South Eastern Germany. The town was chosen for the constituent 
assembly because it was peaceful compared to revolution torn Berlin and as a signal to the 
Allied peacemakers in Paris. The hope was that the Allies would treat more leniently a new 
peaceful German Republic rather than the militaristic empire that had led Germany into war. 
The History of the Republic can be divided into three main areas: 
1. The Years of Turmoil, 1919-1923 
2. The Stresemann Era, 1924-1929 
3. The Collapse of Weimar, 1930-1933 
1. The Years of Turmoil, 1919-1923 
The Republic 
As the First World War drew to a close, morale in the army and at home collapsed. A series 
of defeats led to strikes throughout Germany. The Sailors at the Kiel naval base mutinied 
rather than sail to for a final showdown with the British fleet. Soldiers, sailors and workers 
formed councils or soviets with echoes of events in Communist Russia. 
The Kaiser, William II abdicated and went into exile in Holland. A republic was proclaimed 
with the SPD leader Frederich Ebert as Chancellor (Prime Minster). The first act of the new 
government was to sign the armistice with the Allies. Many including Adolf Hitler saw this 
as an act of treason and the men who agreed to surrender became known as the “November 
Criminals.” 
 
The new republic faced a host of problems. These included: 
• Over two and half million Germans had died in the war and four million were 
wounded. 
• The army and many other Nationalist groups in German society were unhappy that 
the Kaiser had been forced to abdicate. Some of these owed a very shaky allegiance 
to the new republic. Many were completely hostile and viewed the government with 
contempt. 
• Economic problems were serious, including rising prices, unemployment and a 
continued Allied blockade. 
• Germany faced the prospect of a harsh treaty that was being negotiated in Paris. 
 
The Spartacus Revolt 
Even before the constitution had been drawn up there was a serious challenge from the left. 
Many hoped to see a Russian style revolution in Germany. The left wing Spartacus 
movement led by Karl Liebknecht and Rosa Luxemburg began a revolt in Berlin in 
January 1919. They seized building throughout the city. The government fled the city. 
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Many feared the “red plague” and the defense minister Gustav Noske used the army and the 
Freikorps to crush the revolt. The Freikorps was a volunteer militia made up of ex army 
men set up to defend the borders of Germany. It was strongly anti-communist and took brutal 
steps to restore order with summary executions becoming common place. Liebknecht and 
Luxemburg were shot and the revolt was crushed. In Bavaria another Communist revolt was 
defeated with Freikorps help in May. Political violence had marred the foundation of the new 
state. 
 
The New Constitution 
Despite the Spartacus revolt, the majority of Germans voted for parties in January 1919 that 
favoured the new democratic republic. These parties were the SPD, the liberal DDP and 
the Catholic Centre party. The constituent assembly met at Weimar in February 1919 and 
Ebert was chosen as president. 
 
The new constitution was very democratic. Germany was to be a Federal state with the states 
or Lander retaining considerable control over their own affairs. The parliament (Reichstag) 
was to be elected every four years with a system of proportional representation that meant it 
was impossible for one party to get an overall majority. 
 
All people over the age of twenty could vote. The Reichstag dealt with issues such as tax, 
trade, defence and foreign affairs. As there were a large number of political parties, there 
were many coalition governments. During the fourteen years of the Weimar Republic, 
there were twenty separate coalitions. The longest government lasted two years. This 
political chaos caused many to lose faith in the new democratic system. 
 
The head of state was to be the president who was elected every seven years. The president 
was the commander of the armed forces and was designed to a largely figurehead position. 
He did have the power to dissolve the Reichstag and to nominate the Chancellor who was to 
enjoy the support of the Reichstag. Crucially under Article 48, the president could declare 
a state of emergency and rule by decree. He could also veto laws passed by the Reichstag 
that he did not like. 
The Main Political Parties 
The parties of the Republic 
• The SPD (Social Democrats) were a moderate socialist party and the largest of the 
parties committed to the Republic. It was strongly anti-communist. 
• The Centre Party (Zentrum) was set up to defend Catholic interests in 1870. It 
drew support from all classes. It was present in every Weimar coalition government 
until 1933. The BVP was its Bavarian ally. 
• The DDP (German Democratic Party) was a middle class Liberal party. It lost 
support rapidly after 1920. In 1919 it received 19% of the vote. By 1932 this was 
down to 1%. 
• The DVP (German People’s Party) had reservations about the new Republic and at 
heart they were Monarchists. They were supported by the middle-classes. The 
outstanding political figure of the Weimar Republic, Gustav Stresemann, was the 
leader of this party. Its highest point of support was in 1920 when it received 14% of 
the vote. By 1932 this was down to 2%. 
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The opposition of the left 
• The USPD (Independent Socialist Party) had broken from the SPD in 1917 
because they did not support Germany’s continued participation in WWI. It declined 
rapidly after 1920 with the rise of the Communist party. 
• The KPD (Communist Party) was formed from the Spartacus Union that had led a 
revolt against the Weimar government in January 1919. It was very closely allied to 
Moscow and it refused to co-operate, in any way, with the parties that supported 
Weimar. They were especially hostile to the SPD. This refusal to support Democratic 
parties went as far as allying with the Nazis (their sworn enemies) in Reichstag votes. 
This was in order to further destabilize the Republic 
 
The opposition of the right 
• The DNVP (German National People’s Party) was set up in 1918. It was 
composed of supporters of the old Monarchy. It had strong rural support especially in 
Protestant areas. They were Hitler’s coalition partners when he came to power in 
1933. 
• The NSDAP (National Socialist German Worker’s Party) was founded in Munich 
in 1919. At first it favoured the violent overthrow of the Weimar Republic. But after 
the failed Putsch of 1923 it adopted a legal approach to achieving power. The onset 
of the Great Depression and the economic chaos of the 1930s greatly aided its rise. It 
came to national prominence in 1930 when it won 18% of the vote and by 1932 it 
was the largest party in the Reichstag. 
 
The Treaty of Versailles 
The news of the treaty came as a complete shock to the new government and to the German 
people. Virtually all sections of German opinion denounced the treaty. It was known as the 
Diktat as Germany had been forced to sign the treaty. On the day it was signed, Germany’s 
Protestant churches declared a day of national mourning. 
 
Germans were outraged at the loss of her colonies and her territory and population to France, 
Belgium and Poland. She also resented the limitations placed on the size of her army and 
navy, the ban on an air force and tanks and the demilitarisation of the Rhineland. 
 
She felt that the principle of self-determination had been ignored in the case of the Germans 
of Austria and the Sudetenland. She believed that the War Guilt Clause and the reparations 
payments were unjust. One effect of the Treaty was an immediate lack of confidence in the 
politicians that had signed it. This was reflected in the poor performance of the parties that 
supported the republic in the elections of 1920. 
 
The Kapp Putsch 
Right wing dissatisfaction with the new government was worsened when the government 
moved to disband Freikorps units. A nationalist politician, Wolfgang Kapp led a revolt in 
Berlin backed by the Freikorps and the military commander of Berlin. The regular army 
refused to crush the revolt and the government fled to Stuttgart. Its call for a general strike 
was carried out by the trade unions in the city and the putsch collapsed. At the same time a 
communist revolt was crushed in the Ruhr, the industrial heartland of Germany, with over a 
thousand dead. 
Right wing assassinations were to plague the early years of the new republic with leading 
politicians such as Matthias Erzberger and Walther Rathenau assassinated. Many of the 
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murderers were treated with great leniency by the courts but the murders did have the effect 
of strengthening support for the institutions of the republic. 
 
The French occupation of the Ruhr 
In 1921 the Allied Reparations Commission presented the government with a bill for 
reparations of £6.6 Billion. The Germans could not pay the amount owed and over the 
Christmas and New Year, 1922-3, they defaulted on their payments.  
 
Seventy thousand French and Belgian troops occupied the Ruhr. They intended to use the 
produce of Germany’s industrial heartland as payment in kind for reparations. The German 
government began a policy of passive resistance and called a general strike. Some began a 
low level terrorist campaign. The French reacted brutally with aggressive house searches, 
hostage taking and shooting over a hundred Germans. 
 
The economic effects of the occupation were catastrophic. The loss of production in the Ruhr 
caused a fall in production elsewhere and unemployment rose from 2% to 23%. Prices rose 
out of control as tax revenues collapsed and the government financed its activities through 
the printing of money. By November prices were a billion times their pre-war levels. 
 
The hyper inflation of this period can be seen from the following table: 
 
Year Month Marks needed to buy 
one US dollar 
1919 April 12 
 
December 47 
1921 November 263 
























The rise in prices hit the middle classes and those on fixed income very hard. Many who had 
saved money found that their saving were worthless. 
2. The Stresemann Era 
During the dark days of 1923, Gustav Stresemann was appointed chancellor and his 
policies would help to transform the fortunes of Weimar. He had been a strong supporter 
of Germany’s involvement in World War I and advocated unrestricted submarine warfare as 
the only means to defeat Britain. 
 
At first, Stresemann felt no loyalty to the new Weimar Republic and he opposed the Treaty of 
Versailles. He set up his own party the German People’s Party (DVP). However his views 
developed and he advocated a great coalition from the SPD to the DVP to consolidate 
democracy against the extremes of left and right. 
 
He became Chancellor in August 1923. His government lasted a hundred days until 
November 1923 but he remained as foreign minister in successive coalitions until his death in 
October 1929. As Chancellor he took the crucial step of ceasing financial support to the 
general strike in the Ruhr. He introduced a new and stable currency (the Rentenmark) that 
ended the hyper-inflation. He also crushed a communist revolt in Saxony and faced down the 
threat from Hitler in Bavaria. 
 
The Period of Prosperity 
Over the next six years, as foreign minister he sought to improve Germany’s international 
position, cooperate with France and Britain in order to secure a revision of some of the terms 
of the Treaty of Versailles. This policy became known as fulfilment. 
 
He achieved a large measure of success. Under Anglo-American pressure France withdrew 
from the Ruhr. Stresemann accepted the recommendations of the Dawes committee for a 
settlement of the reparations issue. A moderate scale of payments was fixed rising from £50 
million to £125 million after 5 years and a 2-year moratorium (suspension) on reparation 
payments was set. A loan of $800 million was raised for Germany, mainly in America. For 
the next 5 years American loans poured into Germany which greatly improved the 
economic position. 
 
The Locarno Pact 
In 1925 he took the initiative that led to the Locarno Pact. Under this agreement Germany 
recognised her Western frontiers as final and agreed to use peaceful means to ensure revision 
of her frontiers in the east. Stresemann was a German nationalist and was not prepared to 
give up what he saw as legitimate demands for the return of Danzig and the northern half of 
the Polish Corridor. 
 
In September 1926 Germany joined the League of Nations with a permanent seat on the 
Council in recognition of her status as a great power. 
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As part of this policy of co-operation, the first of the three Rhineland zones which had been 
placed under Allied military occupation by the Treaty of Versailles were evacuated in 1926. 
In 1927 the Inter-Allied Control Commission to supervise German disarmament was 
withdrawn. 
The Young Plan agreed in 1929 greatly reduced German reparations to a figure of £2 billion 
and Repayments were to be made over a period of 59 years. Stresemann also won complete 
allied evacuation of the Rhineland by June 1930 (five years ahead of schedule). 
 
It is hardly surprising that when he died of a stroke in October 1929 at the early age of fifty-
one Stresemann’s reputation stood very high. He had also become a focus for hopes of 
European peace. Hitler is reported to have remarked that in Stresemann’s position “he could 
not have achieved more”. 
 
Cultural Achievements in Weimar Germany 
The Weimar Republic, however weak its economy and its political system, was one of the 
most fertile grounds for the modern arts and sciences in history. The republic also saw greater 
sexual freedom and tolerance. Berlin, in particular, became a thriving centre of many new art 
movements such as expressionism. Its status in the world of the arts resembled the place of 
New York after 1945. 
 
The Bauhaus school near Weimar, moreover, revolutionized architecture, and the theatres in 
Berlin and Frankfurt led the way internationally in the types of plays that were performed. 
Thomas and Heinrich Mann and Bertolt Brecht were world famous writers. Philosophy 
also flourished. 
 
Great film companies made German cinema one of the most notable in the world (a position 
it never again achieved). Fritz Lang’s work was regarded as pioneering at the time. 
Leading composers of music taught and heard their works first performed in Weimar 
Germany. Cabaret became very popular and the singer Marlene Dietrich’s became world 
famous. 
In the academic world, the Weimar Republic "inherited" excellent universities and science 
centres from the Wilhelmine period. Göttingen was the world's most famous centre for 
physics, and German was the international language in physics and chemistry. Albert 
Einstein lived and taught in Berlin. 
 
Not everyone was happy with the new cultural freedom in Weimar. To the right, Weimar 
Culture confirmed the image of a hedonistic, amoral, and degenerate society. The fact that 
many leading artists associated with the Communist Party (which was fashionable in 
intellectual circles all over Europe) and the strong representation of Jews in the new artistic 
movements increased this hostility. 
 
When the Nazis came to power most of the leading figures of Weimar culture had to 
emigrate. A mass exodus of academics, physicists, film directors, and writers took place and 
many went to the United States, which inherited Weimar culture. 20 Nobel prize winners left 
and over 2000 people involved in the arts. 
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3. The Collapse of Weimar, 1930-1933 
The Great Depression and Germany 
Stresemann’s death could not have come at a worse time for the young republic. The onset of 
the Great Depression was to have dramatic effects on Germany. The German economy’s 
recovery after the inflation of 1923 had been financed by loans from the United States. 
Many of these short term loans had been used to finance capital projects such as road 
building. State governments financed their activities with the help of these loans. 
 
German interest rates were high, and capital flowed in. Large firms borrowed money and 
depended heavily on American loans. German banks took out American loans to invest in 
German businesses. The German economic recovery was based on shaky foundations. 
 
The Wall Street Crash 
The German economy was in decline prior to the Wall Street Crash. There was no growth in 
German industrial production in 1928-9 and unemployment rose to two and a half million. 
On the 24th October, “Black Thursday”, there was panic selling on the New York Stock 
Exchange reacting to a business crisis in America. Early the following week, “Black 
Tuesday”, 29th of October, panic selling set in again. 16.4 million shares were sold, a record 
not surpassed for forty years. Share prices went into freefall. Ten billion dollars was wiped 
off the value of share prices in one day. 
 
Effects on Germany 
As a result American demand for imports collapsed. American banks saw their losses mount 
and they started calling in their short term loans with which so much of German economy 
had been financing itself for the past five years. 
 
Firms began to cut back drastically. Industrial production fell quickly and by 1932 it was 
40% of its 1929 level. To make matters worse in 1931 a number of Austrian and German 
banks went out of business. . Unemployment rose from 1.6 million in October 1929 to 6.12 
million in February 1932. 33% percent of the workforce were now unemployed. 
 
By 1932 roughly one worker in three was registered as unemployed with rates even 
higher in industrial areas of Germany. Matters were made worse by the fact that the 
drastic fall in people’s income caused a collapse in tax revenues. Many soon were not in 
receipt of unemployment benefits as state governments could not afford to pay it. 
 
It was in this economic chaos that the Nazis and Communists thrived. 
Crime and suicide rates rose sharply and many lost hope. People deserted the democratic 
parties in droves and turned to either the Communists or the Nazis. In the election of 1930, 
the Nazis made their electoral breakthrough winning 107 deputies while the Communists 
won 77. Both parties were opposed to the democratic system and used violence against their 




The new chancellor, the Centre politician Heinrich Bruning, followed a policy of economic 
austerity where government spending was cut in order to keep inflation under control and 
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keep German exports competitive. He increased taxes, reduced salaries and reduced 
unemployment assistance. 
 
While it was sound economic thinking at the time, it only worsened the situation. The 
banking collapse in 1931 made matters even worse. Bruning was so unpopular that when he 
travelled by train he had to keep the blinds down as when people caught sight of him, they 
threw rocks! He was nicknamed the “hunger chancellor”. 
 
The end of Parliamentary democracy 
Given the unpopularity of Bruning’s policies, he found it very difficult to get a majority in 
the Reichstag. He relied on Article 48 and the emergency powers of the president to get laws 
passed. By 1932, parliament was being largely ignored. 
 
Some of the advisors to the President including General Kurt von Schleicher wanted to 
include the Nazis in government which Bruning opposed. They wanted to bypass the 
Reichstag completely and bring in a right wing authoritarian government. 
 
Hindenburg lost confidence in Bruning and they quarrelled about land reform. Bruning was 
replaced as chancellor by the equally unpopular von Papen. His cabinet of barons had 
absolutely no support and this was shown in the election of July 1932. 
 
The result was a disaster for democracy in Weimar Germany. The Nazis received 37% 
of the vote and 230 seats while their communist enemies got 89 seats. A majority of 
Germans had voted for non-democratic parties. Political violence intensified with 
twelve people killed on the day of the polls. 
 
The election of November 1932 saw a decline in Nazi but they still remained the largest party 
in the Reichstag. Communist support continued to rise and this worried many industrialists. 
Von Papen was replaced as chancellor by von Schleicher.  
 
Von Papen immediately began to plot against von Schleicher and met Hitler. They agreed 
that Hitler would become the chancellor of a government made up mainly of von Papen’s 
supporters. Hindenburg who disliked Hitler, was persuaded to appoint him chancellor on the 
30th of January. The Weimar Republic was dead! 
 














Communist Party (KPD) 62 45 54 77 89 100 81 
Social Democratic Party (SDP) 100 131 153 143 133 121 120 
Catholic Centre Party 81 88 78 87 97 90 93 
Nationalist Party (DNVP) 95 103 73 41 37 52 52 
Nazi Party (NSDAP) 32 14 12 107 230 196 288 
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Other Parties (esp. DDP and DVP) 102 112 121 122 22 35 23 
 
Main Weaknesses 
• Electoral system too democratic. It was too easy for splinter parties to get elected and 
very difficult to form stable governments. Parties could contest elections that did not 
accept the democratic system. After 1930 many of the deputies in the Reichstag were 
ether communist or Nazi and this made parliamentary government became almost 
impossible. 
• There were twenty separate coalition governments in the period and this gave the 
impression of instability. Many believed that democracy was too weak to defend 
Germany against the communist threat. 
• It was a republic born out of defeat. Many Germans refused to accept its legitimacy 
especially monarchists. They blamed it for accepting the hated treaty of Versailles. 
• Many within important groups in society such as the army, big business, the civil 
service and the judiciary wished to see a more authoritarian form of government. 
They admired pre-war Germany and there was little respect for democratic 
institutions. 
• The severe economic problems that were faced reduced support especially the hyper-






The Weimar Republic: The Fragility of Democracy  
Primary Sources: Weimar Politics 
Weimar Political Parties 
By Prof. P. Bookbinder 
 
For the first time in German history political parties had real power. They could 
determine policy and had patronage available for supporters. However, the large number 
of political parties made coalitions necessary and made it difficult to obtain and maintain 
legislative majorities. At times there were more than thirty political parties on the ballot 
although only about six commanded substantial voting blocs. Making life even more 
difficult for the Republic were extremist parties on both sides of the political spectrum 
who were opposed to the existence of the Republic itself. The most important of these 
radical anti-Republican parties were the communists on the left and the National 
Socialists (Nazis) on the right. Most of the 22 Weimar government coalitions were made 
up of members of the Catholic Center, Social Democratic, Democratic and People’s 
parties. 
 
The concept of “left” or “left wing,” and “right” or “right wing” political parties 
originated in the French Assembly in the 19th century where people and groups were 
labeled by where they sat in the meeting hall. In Weimar Germany, while there were 
often as many as 30 parties on the ballot, there were a group of larger and more important 
parties. These parties were identified by names and initials related to their names in 





D Deutsche German 
D Demokratische Democratic 
S Sozialistische Socialist 
Z Zentrum Center 
K Kommunistische Communist 
 
In the Weimar Republic the left consisted of the Communists (KPD) and the Social 
Democrats (SPD). The Center consisted of the Democratic party (DDP), the Catholic 
Center Party (Z) and the People’s Party (DVP). The right consisted of the German 
Nationalist Party (DNVP) and the National Socialist Party (NSDAP-Nazi). Unlike 
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American political parties, German political parties had narrower bases of support 
generally based on class, occupation and religion. They were therefore less inclined to 
compromise and more inclined to have programs based on clear sets of ideas (ideologies). 
 
The parties on the left were strong supporters of progressive taxation, government social 
welfare programs, labor unions, equality and economic opportunity for women. They 
were less nationalistic, militaristic and antisemitic than the parties on the right. They 
favored greater government involvement in—and control of—business and industry, and 
were to varying degrees anti-religious. Still, there were strong differences and major 
conflicts between the two major leftist parties. The Social Democrats were strong 
supporters of the Republic and democracy while the Communists were opposed to both, 
favoring a Russian style communist dictatorship. The parties on the right were strongly 
nationalistic and supported large military. They were opposed to social welfare programs, 
labor unions and progressive taxation. They favored an economy directed by 
industrialists and landowners with large estates. They were antisemitic and favored 
traditional roles for women. The Nationalists were a more traditional Conservative Party, 
while the National Socialists were a radical party wanting revolutionary change. Both 
parties publicly supported the Churches and the role of religion in society but some 
elements in the Nazi Party harbored hostility to traditional religion. 
 
The parties in the center were the most moderate and the least ideological of the German 
political parties. The members of the Democratic Party tended to be the most sympathetic 
of the center parties to the Social Democratic leftist ideas and were strong supporters of 
the Republic. The Catholic Center Political Party which had been created to protect a 
Catholic minority from persecution in the 1870s was held together by a commitment to 
Catholicism. The party had elements within it that were more sympathetic to the left and 
elements that were more sympathetic to the right. For most of the Weimar years the party 
strongly supported the Republic and democracy. In the last years of the Weimar Republic 
the party moved away from its strong support for the Republic. The Peoples Party was 
generally closer to the parties on the right but its leader for most of the Weimar years, 
Gustav Stresemann, held the party in a supportive role for the Republic, often having to 
struggle against members of his own party.  
 
 
Catholic Center Party (Zentrum, or, Z) 
In terms of ideology and class, the Catholic Center Party (Zentrum, or, Z) was more 
diverse than any of its Weimar rivals. Its one area of uniformity was its commitment to 
protect the interests of Germany’s Catholics; about 34% of the population. Thus, it is not 
surprising that the largest number of Center Party supporters were Catholic, although 
Protestants also supported the party and were included in its legislative delegation. Even 
some of Germany’s Jews (1% of the population) voted for the Catholic Center party. 
Catholic women voted for the party in very high numbers. While it had a left-liberal trade 
union wing, and a right-conservative nationalist wing, the weight of its support placed the 
party at the center of the political spectrum. The Center Party was vital to the stability of 
the Republic, and it was a part of every Weimar government. Its leaders served as 
chancellors for nine administrations and were included in each of the twenty-one cabinets 
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that ruled during the fourteen years of the Republic. With the change in leadership of the 
party in 1928, it drifted towards its more conservative wing which had evolved into the 
Bavarian People’s Party (BVP). Independent of the national Catholic Center party, the 
BVP often positioned itself in opposition to the Weimar government.  
 
 
Communist Party (KPD) 
The German Communist Party (KPD) was founded at the end of December 1918 in the 
midst of revolutionary chaos. Its earliest members came from the ranks of the radical 
Spartacist group that had been crushed by the army under orders from a transitional 
government dominated by Social Democrats. Drawing on a membership of more radical 
workers and a small group of radical intellectuals, the party was fundamentally opposed 
to the existence of the Weimar Republic and, although a leftist party, was particularly 
antagonistic to the democratic leftist Social Democratic Party. The Communists were in 
favor of a Russian style dictatorship and during the Weimar period fell more and more 
under the control of the Communist international based in Moscow. While the party had a 
strong feminist agenda, as well as the only prominent woman party leaders and the most 
women candidates for office across the political spectrum, this position did not translate 
into substantial female voting support. Although the party opposed antisemitism and had 
Jews among its leaders, very few German Jews voted Communist. During the crisis of the 
last Weimar years the parties voting strength grew substantially as it attracted support 
from the growing ranks of the unemployed.  
 
 
German Democratic Party (DDP) 
The German Democratic Party’s (DDP) largely Protestant membership was drawn from 
the middle class, often from professional groups of lawyers, doctors and liberal 
academics. Some of its leaders were converts to democracy and republicanism, but the 
party was firmly supportive of the Weimar Republic and resistant to militarism and 
antisemitism. It attracted more Protestant than Catholic voters and many of Germany’s 
Jews voted for the party. While the party fits on the left side of the political spectrum, it 
stressed its moderation. Unfortunately for the Weimar Republic, this party received its 
greatest vote totals in 1919 and saw its support erode for most of the Weimar period. 
Contributing to the decline of the Democratic Party were the untimely deaths of Max 
Weber and Friedrich Naumann, its most prominent leaders. Yet, in spite of its declining 
support, the party played a significant role during the Weimar years, and was an eager 
participant in coalition governments. In an effort to revive its fortunes in the final days of 




German Nationalist People’s Party (DNVP) 
The supporters of the German Nationalist People’s Party (DNVP) were generally 
Protestant and represented a mix of landowners and industrialists with crafts people and 
civil servants and farmers who followed the lead of the wealthy landowners. The party 
also attracted the more conservative elements among the white collar clerical and retail 
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sales workers. It was militaristic, resistant to republican government, opposed to attempts 




German People’s Party (DVP) 
The German People’s Party (DVP) represented owners of small and middle-sized 
businesses and white–collar workers, and its support was much stronger among 
Protestants than Catholics. It lacked the rural base of the nationalists and was more 
moderate in its nationalism and less extreme in its antisemitism. The party had a core 
group which was willing to support and participate in Weimar coalition government, and 
these reform conservatives kept Gustav Stresemann as party leader. At the same time, 
other People’s Party members were never reconciled to the new Republic.  
 
 
National Socialist German Workers Party (NSDAP-Nazi) 
The National Socialist German Workers Party (NSDAP-Nazi), founded in 1919 as the 
German Workers party, began its move toward prominence when Adolf Hitler emerged 
as its principal speaker and leader. The National Socialists initially attracted young men 
who had been in the military and had not been able to reintegrate themselves into the 
civilian society and economy. The party also drew support from members of the lower 
middle class, shopkeepers, artisans and white-collar workers. The party was 
unequivocally opposed to the Weimar Republic and in 1923 its members led by Hitler 
tried unsuccessfully to seize the government by force. After this failed attempt the party 
reverted to a strategy of gaining power through the electoral process without ever 
changing its fundamental opposition to democracy and republican government. 
Antisemitism and the threat that the Jews represented to Germany were at the core of the 
Nazi ideology. 
 
During the later twenties, the base of National Socialist support expanded considerably. 
Although most of the top leaders of the party including Hitler were Catholic, and the 
party had begun in Catholic Munich, fewer Catholics proportionally voted for the party 
than did Protestants. This voting pattern was the result of the Catholic Church urging its 
members to avoid supporting the Nazis. This Catholic Church opposition to the Nazis 
would be dropped once Hitler achieved power. While the Nazis were slow to attract 
women supporters (program for women was summarized by “Children, the Kitchen and 
the Church”), women were the fastest growing group of supporters by the early 1930s. 
By 1932, the Nazis had become the most popular political party and they had the largest 
legislative delegation. 
 
Funding for the Nazi Party 
Money was a necessity for building and maintaining a large political organization. Hitler 
needed money to support paramilitary groups, stage rallies, publish newspapers, print 
posters and buy radio time. Historians have argued about how Hitler and the Nazis raised 
their money. Marxist historians starting with Franz Naumann in the 1940’s had argued 
that industrialists who hoped to manipulate him bought Hitler’s success because they 
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feared communism. Even in the 1920s left wing critics of Hitler such as the artist John 
Heartfield had seen him as a creature of industrialists such as Hugo Stinnes. S. and J. 
Poole’s claim that it was Henry Ford who supplied the Nazis with funds. However most 
historians today take the position most clearly expressed by Henry Turner and dispute 
these claims. Turner argues that most industrialists and financiers supported more 
moderate political leaders such as Gustav Stresemann and only began to supply Hitler 
with money in the early 1930s when he looked like a winner and they saw the communist 
threat growing. Turner sees a generous party membership, often with very limited 
personal means, as the source of the major funding for the party during its growth period. 
Turner rejects the idea of any support for Hitler from Henry Ford.  
 
 
Social Democratic Party (SPD) 
The Social Democratic Party (SPD) drew its support from blue-collar trade union skilled 
workers, and at times from more progressive white-collar workers and intellectuals. 
While the party had proportionally more Protestant than Catholic supporters, it did attract 
Catholic workers. In some parts of Germany landless farm workers voted for the party. 
German women from working class families voted for the Social Democratic Party in 
large numbers. Some of Germany’s Jews also voted for the Social Democratic Party. 
From 1919 to 1932, the Social Democratic Party was the party that received the most 
votes in national elections and had the largest legislative delegation. The SPD was 
committed to further reform of Weimar society and hoped to eventually make the 
institutions and economy of Weimar more egalitarian. This party was a bulwark of the 
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First Interruption: The Small Voice (Letter to the President) 
 
(Lights up on Zillah.) 
 
Dear Mr. President, 
I know you’ll never read this message. I am fully aware that messages don’t even make it to 
the White House, much less the Oval Office where I doubt you ever even do any work 
anyway. All of these messages are piled up, picked through and sent to some civil servant 
decrypting engineer hauled in from MIT or China to look through them for cyber anthrax or 
webworms or whatever new virtual viral threat gets sent your way. And, be honest, the sane 
letters don’t get read either. They just get their names put on your email list and every day we 
get an email, everyday, personally addressed and asking for support or money or support in 
the form of money… And for a while, I’ll admit, I really thought you were writing to me for 
a minute. All that rigamarole about reading 10 letters a day from your constituents was 
bullshit after all cause I’m your constituent too Mr. President. And I see right through you 
Mr. Barack Obama – if that is your real name. I noticed your messages to me never made 
mention of my messages to you and that, sir, that is how I knew that my messages got sent to 
whatever place the other crazy and hostile messages go to die, go to get analyzed by the FBI; 
sent to live in some vast and massive server owned and operated by Google, stored on a rig 
off the coast of Portland, Oregon or Portland, Maine. I don’t even send these messages 
anymore. I know the NSA knows who I am. You think I’m not privy to your undercover 
operations? If Amazon can send a drone to my doorstep, I know you can too! I know who 
you are too! But ask me if I care. I don’t care! I pour into these messages all the loathing I 
can manage anyway. Pour and pour until they are so ripe, they are almost full to bursting 
with all the malice that I can manage.  
 
And do you want to know why? Because I didn’t just imagine that Gitmo is still open! Drone 
after drone is being dropped on to my dreamscape; Mr. President and nothing from your 
dreams can be made up, Mr. President. The only images our brains can conjure are things we 
have seen before and I believe, it is my firm belief, that anyone who puts their eyes on these 
words will absorb the toxic energy contained herein and it will seep into the deep recesses of 
their sub unconscious. This venom will be passed psychically upward – because even 
metaphysical bureaucracies pass things upwards. And in this way, through an informed 
network of eye contact and furrowed brows, the Under Secretary of Outrageous Falsehoods 
will blink in the general direction of the Secretary for Pernicious Behavior Under the Cloak 
of Night who will, on a weekly basis, scrunch his nose around you in cabinet meetings, will 
tense up in your presence before you drift off to sleep. Through unconscious assimilation Mr. 
President, wavelengths of contagious are being transmitted into your beautiful freaking face 
everyday. Every day, in this great country of ours, throngs of us are sending you encrypted 
messages. We wait for the day when all the bits and bytes of detestation will crack that 
façade, will make you accomplish what you promised. We attack from all corners. Our day 
has come. You can try to stop me. You can raise the cost of WIFI again. I’ll continue to blog, 
to keep record of your mishaps. I’m saving up for a petabyte external hard drive. For me and 





(She puts letter in envelope, licks and seals it, smiles) 
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Second Interruption: The Politics of Paranoia 
 
(Lights up on Zillah.) 
 
I used to be a normal human being. Like most Americans of my class I would fatten and 
thrive on governmental scandal, as long as they were relatively infrequent and sleazy enough 
when they occurred. Monicagate was one of the happiest times of my life. “Even presidents 
have private lives…” I mean really well done; dramatic and garish and incredibly funny. Not 
at all like the bone naked terror since 9/11. I’ve lost my sense of humor. I have become 
instead a completely convinced, humorless paranoiac. I see elements of profound truth in 
nearly all the Kennedy assassination theories. If you told me that Trayvon Martin, the 20 kids 
at Sandy Hook elementary and the victims of DC sniper were killed by a cabal of exiled 
Xbox, “Call of Duty” anti-Trilaterlists (without their avatars) I would believe you. People 
who don’t know that this government survives by the grace of a secret club of trained 
corporate terrorists are living with their heads in pink clouds. I believe, I do believe it.  
 
Hannah Arendt says she escaped from Germany before the war by being more paranoid than 
her friends. She read detective novels. She believed in conspiracies. They said she was crazy 
then but Hannah died in 1972 in her own bed and lots of people who laughed at her… I 
believe. I read the histories of Germany. I read the Book of Revelations. I read the Times. I 
sense parallels. Just call me paranoid.  
 
(End of interruption.) 
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Third Interruption: German Lessons 
 
(Lights up on Zillah, who holds up a German-lesson textbook.) 
 
“Das Massengrab.” Mass grave. 
“Die Zeit war sehr schlimm.” Times were bad. 
“Millionen von Menschen waren tot.”  Millions of people were dead. 
People try to be so fussy and particular when they look at politics, but what I think and 
understanding of the second half of the twentieth century calls for is not caution and 
circumspection, not moral exuberance but a healthy dose of WAKE THE FUCK UP and a 
little bit of solidarity. I know, I know: we’ve all had our holocausts. Tell it to my black and 
Jewish grandmothers. Tell it to my girlfriend. The alchemy of the gay black Jew is almost too 
much history to manage.  
 
Here’s the problem with standards of Evil. We have this event, Hitler, “THE Holocaust” 
made more memorable because we could take pictures of it. But before Hitler was Willie 
Lynch and the Slave Codes of the American South and after Hitler was Reagan and the 13 
times the administration laughed, laughed, on record, while dismissing the fact that a certain 
population in this “The Great United States” was dying of a plague. I mean this ex-actor-
turned-President sat idly -and I do mean idly- by and watched tens of thousands of people die 
and he couldn’t even bother to say he felt bad about it, much less try to help. Does this mean 
he merits comparison to a certain fascist-dictator anti-Semitic mass-murdering 
psychopath?  OF COURSE NOT.  
 
This is not overstatement. This is just a matter of fact. And the fact of the matter is every time 
you try to use the standard, any of these standards, everyone gets so frantic. Nothing 
compares, nothing resembles, nothing qualifies as Evil with a capital “E.”  I mean how much 
of Nazi do you have to be to qualify for membership?  Is twenty-five percent Nazi a Nazi or 
not?  Let me ask you this:  It’s 1942; The Goerings are having an intimate soiree; if they got 
an invitation, would Carl Rove, Donald Trump, Willy Lynch, or Valdimir Putin feel out of 
place? Are you kidding? Pig heaven! Dust off the old tuxedos, kisses to Eva and Adolf.  
 
These days, the essences and instances of evil are more veiled. Hidden. The trails are better 
covered, better encoded and harder to detect. I mean just because you can’t see the bodies 
doesn’t mean they aren’t there. Do you have to pile up some magic number of bodies before 
you hit the holocaust jackpot and rate a comparison to you-know-who?  Why isn’t one body 
enough?  How many kid bodies equal one whole body?  Do you even need to see the body if 
the evil tactic of your time keeps you so distracted that you might as well be dead?  Why isn’t 
just the likelihood of evil, the intention of evil enough, damn it?  I ask you: how come the 
only people who ever say “Evil” any more are southern cracker televangelist with radioactive 
blue eye shadow?   
 
No, none of these bastards look like Hitler and they never will, not exactly. But I’ll tell you 
this: Jim Crow is The Final Solution is the Patriot Act and as long as they’re livin in Mr. 
Hitler’s Neighborhood, I say we got no reason to relax. I never relax. I can work up a sweat 
reading the Sunday Times. Hallucination, vision, revelation, paranoia, gut-flutters in the night 
-- the internal intestinal night bats, their panicky leathery wings – that’s my common sense. I 
pay attention to that. Don’t put too much stock in a good night’s sleep. During time of 
reactionary backlash, the only people sleeping soundly are the guys who’re giving the rest of 
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Fourth Interruption: Memories of You / Night Bats 
(Original “Fourth” and “Fifth” Interruptions Combined) 
 
(Cocktail-loungey lights up on Zillah.) 
 
Music, please.  
 
(Piano intro to “Memories of You.” As Zillah sings, slides of Hitler flash behind her. These 
should be of the “Beloved Fuhrer” publicity-shot variety.) 
 
Why can’t I forget like I should? 
Heaven knows I would if I could.  
But I cannot get you off my mind.  
Though you’ve gone and love was in vain,  
All around me you still remain.  
Wonder why fate should be so unkind.  
Waking skies at sunrise 
Every sunset too,  
Seem to be bringing me 
Memories of you.  
Here and there, everywhere,  
Dreams that we once knew,  
And they all just recall 
Memories of you.  
How I wish I could forget 
Those happy yesteryears 
That have left a rosary  
Of tears.  
Your face beams in my dreams 
‘Spite of all I do; 
everything seems to bring 
Memories of you.  
 
(The music tinkles as slides fade out.) 
 




Recently when I have succumbed to sleep, my dreams are invaded by a woman dressed in a 
frumpy hat and coat – and for a change it’s not Mom. This woman – I think she came from a 
book I read – a photograph of a huge crowd, thousands of people, a rally, everyone, and I 
mean everyone giving the fascist salute. But there she is, right in the middle of all these 
ecstatic people waving their hands, and she isn’t cheering, not even smiling, and both hands 
are clutching her purse and she isn’t saluting. I noticed her right off and I guess out of 
gratitude she came to pay me visits. She’s in trouble: she looks old, but she isn’t, she’s gotten 
fat and her feet are giving out and her eyes are bad. She hasn’t spoken to me yet, but I know 
she will and when she does…  
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She still can’t sleep. Restless, like me. I’m calling to her: across a long dead time: to touch a 
dark place, to scare myself a little, to make contact with what moves in the night, fifty years 
after, with what’s driven, every night, by the panic and the pain…  
 
(End of interruption.) 
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Sixth Interruption: From the Book 
 
(Lights up on Zillah with a Bible.) 
 
You know we’ve got a problem when the Pope starts talking about trickle down economics. 
And I appreciate the gesture and one might even accept it if one could ever get over the fact 
that The Papal Office turned a blind eye to the deaths of thousands of Jews. It’s a great thing, 
this letter from the Pope. He was trying to reasonable. And you can be reasonable as a clam 
about evil, but once you get down to La Nitty-Gritty, reasonable is bullshit. (Reading from 
the Bible)  “And he causes all, the rich and the poor, the free and the slave, to receive a mark 
on their right hand, and none can buy or sell without that mark. The name of the beast and the 
number of that name.” Did you know that Reagan, Margaret Thatcher and Bob Dole are 
afflicted in their right hands with a disease of the manual ligaments called Dupuytren’s 
contracture, which causes the hand to shrivel, gradually assuming, and I quote, “a claw-like 
appearance.”  Claw like. (Reading again)  “Let him who has a mind compute the number of 
the beast, for it is the number of a man, and that number is 666.” 
 
Ok. I used to be obsessed with numerology; being able to recognize the mark of the beast, 
obsessively computing nicknames and middle names. They say Hitler used to spell his name 
A-D-O-L-P-H but he changed the “PH” to an “F” to make it look more German or less 
Austrian or whatever. Anyway, A-D-O-L-P-H H-I-T-L-E-R, you see where I’m heading 
right?  But the problem was he didn't have a middle name so I used his title F-Ü-H-R-E-R. Et 
voila. You can make anything fit (she holds up signs or projections that read:  RONALD 
WILSON REAGAN, UNITED STATES OF CAPITALISM. Double whammy. I even tried 
B-A-R-A-C-K  H. O-B-A-M-A but the only way to make that work was to abbreviate 
“Hussein,” arguably probably the most obviously evil part of his name, and at the end of the 
day I began not to trust my own methods. Evil is as evil does, not as numbers do.  
 
So I went back to Revelation and here. Here: (Reading) “I saw a second beast, coming out of 
the earth. It had two horns like a lamb, (Pulls her ears forward) but it spoke like a dragon. It 
exercised all the authority of the first beast on its behalf, and made the earth and its 
inhabitants worship the first beast.”  The tea party is quick to call Obama the anti-Christ, but 
that can’t be right. First of all he’s left handed, thereby throwing all previous theories out the 
window, and second of all he’s black. And… well, follow the pattern of opportunistic black 
politicians: Colin, Condoleezza, could he be that good old Barry, the people’s president, is 
not the anti Christ himself but is instead the false prophet that does the evil bidding on his 
behalf.  
 
Deny as you might but do you think the devil bares “the mark” anymore?  It’s 2014! The 
false prophet is all around you. Bachmann, Palin, Limbaugh, Cruz. Carl Rove would have 
you believe that what they preach is Christianity, but they’re just redefining it for their own 
purposes. “I can’t be evil look at me all cloaked in my Christianity. It’s not me who’s evil, 
it’s you. It’s you!” Meanwhile we, the well meaning would be activist is distracted by the 
false prophet and the belief that somehow profit will make it to our pockets if we stand here 
waiting patiently. “I-N  G-O-D  W-E  T-R-U-S-T” but in money we believe. U-N-I-T-E-D S-
T-A-T-E-S O-F C-A-P-I-T-A-L-I-S-M.  
 
Hey, I didn’t make this shit up. I saw in a bathroom stall in Boston. B-O-S-T-O-N. “Do not,” 
we are told, “seal up the words of the pages of this book for the time is nigh.” 
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(End of interruption.) 
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Seventh Interruption: Epitaph 
 
(Lights up on Zillah at her table and Agnes in her room.) 
 
Sometimes at nights now I hear her moving around, sort of shuffling, patching cracks, 
moving things, looking for some lost object.  
 
(Agnes moves to the cupboard, opens drawers, looks out the window.) 
 
Heavy steps, hardly the heart to move her feet. I ask her what her name was.  
 
(Agnes stops moving, looks around the room, sensing something.) 
 
She stops moving, so I know she hears me. No answer. I asked her how she died.  
 
(Agnes stops moving completely, frightened.) 
 
An air raid? In the camps? Because I know she died then, unhappy. Again, she doesn’t move, 
and she hasn’t answered me yet but when she does I already know what she’ll say: “Not in 





Hello? Hello? Who’s…  
Oh dear God I need sleep.  
(She flees the room) 
 
(End of interruption.) 
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Eighth Interruption: Lullaby 
 
(Lights up on Zillah.) 
 
There’s a terror that skips 
over the mind and out the throat 
faster than thinking:  
Revelation: We 
are in danger.  
It catches up by surprise,  
on sweet evenings 
when we are thoroughly 
at home,  
and says look 
for the cracks 
where the seams don’t meet,  
look where the walls 
have moved slightly apart,  
try to see, stay awake,  
there isn’t time for sleeping.  
Horen? Kannst du mich horen? 
Before the sky and the ground 
Slam shut… Now.  
 
(End of interruption.) 
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Epilogue 
(The room begins to grow dark.) 
 
Now. 
Before the sky and the ground slam shut.  






A Bright Room Called Day  
Zillah Katz Interruptions 
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First Interruption: The Small Voice (Letter to the Koch Brothers) 
 
(Lights up on Zillah) 
 
Dear Brothers Koch, 
 
I know you’ll never watch this message. I’m fully aware of the fact that you’re too busy writing 
checks to pay attention to such trivial things and anyway all the sane emails just get picked up by 
the NSA, end up fully redacted or destroyed or stored in vast servers off the coast of Portland, 
Oregon or Portland, Maine. Crazy,  hostile posts like mine get lost between Buzzfeed quizzes and 
grumpy cat memes. Your movement thrives on how easily we are distracted, but I am not deaf to 
the rallying call of the indignant ignorant, the rank and file soldiers in the war on women. All 
these “amen Americans” standing their ground and praying away the gay, waiting for their poster 
child to show his face. You may not have found your new Ronald Reagan yet, but I can see your 
master plan unfolding all around me. #googlealerts I am watching you.  
 
Just this yesterday three of these so called tea party patriots were sent to wax ineloquent on all 
your major syndicates blabbering on and on about our weak president this and our tyrannical 
president that. One minute he’s flexing “magisterial power,” the next minute he’s so weak and 
feeble it’s shocking. You call this taking a stand? You think I can’t read through your highly 
scripted rhetoric? I know it’s no coincidence. Somebody wrote that back and forth bullshit and it 
had to be you, oh savage financiers of the extreme right.  
 
But you know what? I don’t have A.D.D.! So I every day, once a day, I sit down and write these 
posts. And do you know why? Because I know there’s a member of Operation Oxymoron who is 
tasked with watching me too. And it is my firm belief that anyone who reads or sees or just hears 
these words will absorb the toxic energy contained herein and that energy will seep into the deep 
recesses of their sub unconscious. Venom can be passed psychically upward – even metaphysical 
bureaucracies pass things upwards. And in this way, through an informed network of eye contact 
and furrowed brows, the Chief Operating Officer of Outrageous Falsehoods will blink in the 
vicinity of the Managing Director of Pernicious Behavior Under the Cloak of Night who will, on 
a weekly basis, scrunch his nose around you in board meetings, will tense up in your general 
presence before you drift off to sleep. Through unconscious assimilation wavelengths of 
contagion are being transmitted into your sagging flesh. Bit by bit we will destroy the platform on 
which your charismatic candidate would stand. 
 
You think your day is coming but my day is here. I am not alone. Every day in this great country 
of ours, I get a new Facebook friend who believes in progress. You can try to censor the internet. 
You can raise the cost of WIFI again. I’ll continue to blog, I’m saving up for an Ultra-thin iMac 
with Fusion Drive and extra storage. For me and my cause, effort is no object. You can’t stop me. 









(End of Interruption)  
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Second Interruption: The Politics of Paranoia 
 
(Lights up on Zillah) 
 
I used to be a normal human being. Like most Americans of my class I would fatten and thrive on 
governmental scandals, as long as they were relatively infrequent and sleazy enough when they 
occurred. Monicagate was one of the happiest times of my life. Even then, republicans were 
willing to oust a sitting president based on his private life. Think about it: the Gap Dress, the 
redefinition of  “sexual relations”... all of it really, really well done; dramatic and garish and 
incredibly funny. Not at all like the bone naked terror since 9/11. I’ve lost my sense of humor. I 
have become instead a completely convinced, humorless paranoiac. A Malaysian plan goes 
missing then four days later a building explodes in East Harlem and I’m at home calculating how 
much jet fuel it takes to get from one place to the other.  
 
I see elements of profound truth in nearly all the Kennedy and King assassination theories. And 
not only that but if you told me that Trayvon Martin, the 20 kids at Sandy Hook elementary and 
the victims of DC sniper were killed by a cabal of exiled, X-Box, “Call of Duty”, anti-Trilaterlists 
funded by Donald Trump, I would believe you. People who don’t know that this government 
survives by the grace of a secret club of trained corporate terrorists are living with their heads in 
pink clouds. I believe, I do believe it.  
 
Hannah Arendt says she escaped from Germany before the war by being more paranoid than her 
friends. She read detective novels. She believed in conspiracies. And she didn’t even have to 
worry about the NSA!  They said she was crazy then but Hannah died in 1972 in her own bed and 
lots of people who laughed at her… I believe. I read the histories of Germany. I read the Book of 
Revelations. I read the Times. Berlin was beautiful until it was dust. Things are always good until 
they get bad. And I see the little evils. I sense the parallels. Just call me paranoid.  
 
 
(End of Interruption)   
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Third Interruption: German Lessons  
 
(Lights up on Zillah, who holds up a German-lesson textbook.) 
 
“Das Massengrab.” Mass grave. 
“Die Zeit war sehr schlimm.” Times were bad. 
“Millionen von Menschen waren tot.”  Millions of people were dead. 
 
People try to be so fussy and particular when they look at politics, but what I think an 
understanding of the second half of the 20th Century calls for is not caution and circumspection, 
not moral exuberance but a healthy dose of WAKE THE FUCK UP and a little bit of solidarity. I 
know, I know we’ve all had our Holocausts. Tell it to my black and jewish grandmothers. Tell it 
to my girlfriend. The alchemy of the modern gay black jew is almost too much history to manage.  
 
And here’s the problem with standards of Evil. We have this event: Hitler, “THE Holocaust” 
made even more memorable because we could take pictures of it. But before Hitler was 
Lieutenant General Nathan Bedford Forrest, first Grand Dragon of the Ku Klux Klan and after 
Hitler was Ronald Reagan and the 13 times his administration laughed, on record, while 
dismissing the fact that a certain population in this great nation of ours was dying of a plague. I 
mean just because this ex-actor-turned-President sat idly (and I do mean idly) by and watch as 
tens of thousands of people died and he couldn’t even bother to say he felt bad about it, much do 
anything to help, does this mean he merits comparison to a certain fascist-dictator anti-Semitic 
mass-murdering psychopath? OF COURSE NOT.  
 
This is not overstatement. This is just a matter of fact. And the fact of the matter is that every time 
you try to use the standard, any of these standards, everyone gets so frantic. Nothing compares, 
nothing resembles, nothing qualifies as Evil with a capital “E”. I mean how much of Nazi do you 
have to be to qualify for membership?  Is twenty-five percent a Nazi a Nazi or not?   Let me ask 
you this:  it’s 1942; the Goerings are having an intimate soiree; if they got an invitation, would 
Carl Rove, Michelle Bachman or Rush Limbaugh feel out of place?  Pig heaven. Dust off the old 
tuxedos. Kisses to Eva and Adolf.  
 
Instances of evil are more veiled today, hidden, the trails are better covered, they are harder to 
follow. I mean just because you can’t see the bodies doesn’t mean they aren’t there. Do you have 
to pile up some magic number of bodies before you hit the jackpot and rate a comparison to you-
know-who?  Why isn’t one body enough?  Or how many kid bodies equal one adult body?  Or do 
you even need to have a body if the evil tactic of your time keeps you so distracted that you might 
as well be dead?  Why isn’t just the likelihood of evil, the evil intention enough?  I mean I ask 
you -- how come the only people who ever say “Evil” any more are southern cracker “anti-gay” 
republicans with hyperactive manhunt accounts? None of these bastards look like Hitler, and they 
never will, not exactly. But Jim Crow is The Final Solution is “the gay plague” is Guantanamo as 
long as we’re playing in Mr. Hitler’s Neighborhood we got no reason to relax. 
 
I never relax. I can work up a sweat reading the Sunday Times. I read. I gasp. I hit the internet at 
3am. WEIMAR HAD A CONSTITUTION TOO! EVERYBODY WAKE THE FUCK UP!  
Hallucination, revelation, gut-flutters in the night -- the internal intestinal night bats, their panicky 
leathery wings -- that’s my common sense. I pay attention to that. 
 
So don’t put too much stock in a good night’s sleep. You may be resting well now but the rise of 
the reactionary backlash is nigh and soon the only one’s sleeping will be the ones giving us bad 
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dreams. So do like I do and eat something indigestible before you go to bed. Be vigilant. Listen to 
your nightmares. 
 






Fourth	  Interruption:	  Memories	  of	  You	  
	  
(Cocktail-­‐loungey	  lights	  up	  on	  Zillah.)	  
 
Music,	  please.	  	  
 
(Piano	  intro	  to	  “Memories	  of	  You.”	  As	  Zillah	  sings,	  slides	  of	  Hitler	  flash	  behind	  her.	  These	  
should	  be	  of	  the	  “Beloved	  Fuhrer”	  publicity-­‐shot	  variety.)	  
 
Why	  can’t	  I	  forget	  like	  I	  should?	  
Heaven	  knows	  I	  would	  if	  I	  could.	  	  
But	  I	  cannot	  get	  you	  off	  my	  mind.	  	  
Though	  you’ve	  gone	  and	  love	  was	  in	  vain,	  	  
All	  around	  me	  you	  still	  remain.	  	  
Wonder	  why	  fate	  should	  be	  so	  unkind.	  	  
Waking	  skies	  at	  sunrise	  
Every	  sunset	  too,	  	  
Seem	  to	  be	  bringing	  me	  
Memories	  of	  you.	  	  
Here	  and	  there,	  everywhere,	  	  
Dreams	  that	  we	  once	  knew,	  	  
And	  they	  all	  just	  recall	  
Memories	  of	  you.	  	  
How	  I	  wish	  I	  could	  forget	  
Those	  happy	  yesteryears	  
That	  have	  left	  a	  rosary	  	  
Of	  tears.	  	  
Your	  face	  beams	  in	  my	  dreams	  
‘Spite	  of	  all	  I	  do;	  
everything	  seems	  to	  bring	  
Memories	  of	  you.	  	  
 
(The	  music	  tinkles	  as	  slides	  fade	  out.)	  
 
Thanks	  Mr.	  Piano	  Man	  
 
(End	  of	  Interruption)	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Recently	  when	  I	  have	  succumbed	  to	  sleep,	  my	  dreams	  are	  invaded	  by	  a	  woman	  dressed	  
in	  a	  frumpy	  hat	  and	  coat	  –	  and	  for	  a	  change	  it’s	  not	  Mom.	  This	  woman	  –	  I	  think	  she	  came	  
from	  a	  book	  I	  read	  –	  a	  photograph	  of	  a	  huge	  crowd,	  thousands	  of	  people,	  a	  rally,	  
everyone,	  and	  I	  mean	  everyone	  giving	  the	  fascist	  salute.	  But	  there	  she	  is,	  right	  in	  the	  
middle	  of	  all	  these	  ecstatic	  people	  waving	  their	  hands,	  and	  she	  isn’t	  cheering,	  not	  even	  
smiling,	  and	  both	  hands	  are	  clutching	  her	  purse	  and	  she	  isn’t	  saluting.	  I	  noticed	  her	  right	  
off	  and	  I	  guess	  out	  of	  gratitude	  she	  came	  to	  pay	  me	  visits.	  She’s	  in	  trouble:	  she	  looks	  old,	  
but	  she	  isn’t,	  she’s	  gotten	  fat	  and	  her	  feet	  are	  giving	  out	  and	  her	  eyes	  are	  bad.	  She	  hasn’t	  
spoken	  to	  me	  yet,	  but	  I	  know	  she	  will	  and	  when	  she	  does…	  	  
 
She	  still	  can’t	  sleep.	  Restless,	  like	  me.	  I’m	  calling	  to	  her:	  across	  a	  long	  dead	  time:	  to	  touch	  
a	  dark	  place,	  to	  scare	  myself	  a	  little,	  to	  make	  contact	  with	  what	  moves	  in	  the	  night,	  80	  
years	  after,	  with	  what’s	  driven,	  every	  night,	  by	  the	  panic	  and	  the	  pain…	  	  
 








Sixth Interruption: From the Book 
 
(Reading the Bible) 
 
Did you know that Ronald Reagan’s favorite book was the book of Revelations? That is plausible 
once you accept the initial premise, which is that Reagan knew how to read. It’s a great thing, this 
book. You can try to be reasonable as a clam about evil, but once you get down to La Nitty-
Gritty, clams are cold, thick little animals and you just can’t find anything more thrilling than 
this: 
 
(reading from the Bible)  “And he causes all, the rich and the poor, the free and the slave, to 
receive a mark on their right hand, and none can buy or sell without that mark. The name of the 
beast and the number of that name.” 
 
Did you know that Reagan, Margaret Thatcher and Bob Dole were afflicted in their right hands 
with a disease of the manual ligaments called Dupuytren’s Contracture, which causes the hand to 
shrivel, gradually assuming, and I quote, “a claw-like appearance.”  Claw like. 
 
(Reading again)  “Let him who has a mind compute the number of the beast, for it is the number 
of a man, and that number is 666.” 
 
Ok. I used to be obsessed with numerology; being able to recognize the mark of the beast, 
obsessively computing nicknames and middle names. They say Hitler used to spell his name A-
D-O-L-P-H but he changed the “PH” to an “F” to make it look more German or less Austrian or 
whatever. Anyway, A-D-O-L-P-H gives you six letters  
 
(Zillah touches her iphone, a projection appears: A-D-O-L-P-H = 6) 
 
H-I-T-L-E-R gives you another six. 
 
(Zillah touches her iphone, projection: H-I-T-L-E-R = 6) 
 
You see where I’m heading right?  You’re with me? But the problem was he didn't’ have a 
middle name so I used his title F-Ü-H-R-E-R.  
 
(Projection  F-Ü-H-R-E-R + A-D-O-L-P-H + H-I-T-L-E-R = 666) 
 
Et voila. Now, of course the name of our own former führer worked much better. With no trouble 
at all you got the winning number. 
 
(Zillah touches her iphone, projection:  RONALD WILSON REAGAN) 
 
But I’ve run the numbers on all the would be leaders,   
 
(Zillah touches her iphone, a projection appears as she speaks: Christopher James Christie, 
Michelle Marie Bachman, Addison Mitch McConnell, “Ted” (Rafael Edward) Cruz, Rand 
(Randall Howard) Paul, Rush Hudson Limbaugh, John Ellis “Jeb” Bush, Marco Antonio Rubio, 
John Sidney McCain, etc.) 
 
All of them, all of them. I’ve run all of them and no mark. No beast. And how could that be? I 
mean all the prisons being built and the drones being dropped and the fact that more boys were 
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killed in Chicago than died while “Enduring Freedom” over there in Iraq. Evil is everywhere. It’s 
all around me. But then… I began to think: it’s 2014 the Devil’s way too smart. He doesn’t bear 
“the mark” anymore. And that’s when I started reading about Weimar, Germany. 
 
We are now as Germany was then. After WWI but before Hitler. After Reagan but before … 
who? I didn’t make this all up. It’s right here in these texts. “Do not,” we are told, “seal up, the 
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Seventh	  Interruption:	  Epitaph	  
 
(Lights	  up	  on	  Zillah	  at	  her	  table	  and	  Agnes	  in	  her	  room.)	  
 
Sometimes	  at	  nights	  now	  I	  hear	  her	  moving	  around,	  sort	  of	  shuffling,	  patching	  cracks,	  
moving	  things,	  looking	  for	  some	  lost	  object.	  	  
 
(Agnes	  moves	  to	  the	  cupboard,	  opens	  drawers,	  looks	  out	  the	  window.)	  
 
Heavy	  steps,	  hardly	  the	  heart	  to	  move	  her	  feet.	  I	  ask	  her	  what	  her	  name	  was.	  	  
 
(Agnes	  stops	  moving,	  looks	  around	  the	  room,	  sensing	  something.)	  
 
She	  stops	  moving,	  so	  I	  know	  she	  hears	  me.	  No	  answer.	  I	  asked	  her	  how	  she	  died.	  	  
 
(Agnes	  stops	  moving	  completely,	  frightened.)	  
 
An	  air	  raid?	  In	  the	  camps?	  Because	  I	  know	  she	  died	  then,	  unhappy.	  Again,	  she	  doesn’t	  
move,	  and	  she	  hasn’t	  answered	  me	  yet	  but	  when	  she	  does	  I	  already	  know	  what	  she’ll	  






Hello?	  Hello?	  Who’s…	  	  
Oh	  dear	  God	  I	  need	  sleep.	  	  
(She	  flees	  the	  room)	  
 
(End	  of	  interruption.)	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Eighth	  Interruption:	  Lullaby	  
 
(Lights	  up	  on	  Zillah.)	  
 
There’s	  a	  terror	  that	  skips	  
over	  the	  mind	  and	  out	  the	  throat	  
faster	  than	  thinking:	  	  
Revelation:	  We	  
are	  in	  danger.	  	  
It	  catches	  up	  by	  surprise,	  	  
on	  sweet	  evenings	  
when	  we	  are	  thoroughly	  
at	  home,	  	  
and	  says	  look	  
for	  the	  cracks	  
where	  the	  seams	  don’t	  meet,	  	  
look	  where	  the	  walls	  
have	  moved	  slightly	  apart,	  	  
try	  to	  see,	  stay	  awake,	  	  
there	  isn’t	  time	  for	  sleeping.	  	  
Horen?	  Kannst	  du	  mich	  horen?	  
Before	  the	  sky	  and	  the	  ground	  
Slam	  shut…	  Now.	  	  
 
(End	  of	  interruption.)	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Epilogue	  
(The	  room	  begins	  to	  grow	  dark.)	  
 
Now.	  
Before	  the	  sky	  and	  the	  ground	  slam	  shut.	  	  
The	  borders	  are	  full	  of	  holes.	   
 
